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PERSONS

ALFRED ALLMERS, landed proprietor, man of letters,

formerly a tutor.

MRS. RITA ALLMERS, his wife.

EYOLF, their child, nine years old.

Miss ASTA ALLMERS, Alfred's younger half-sister.

ENGINEER BORGHEIM.

THE RAT-WIPE.

The action takes place on ALLMERS'S property, bordering

on thejiord, twelve or fourteen milesfrom Christiania.





TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

The word ''Rat-Wife
"

is formed on the analogy of" Fish-

wife? "Hen-wife," "Housewife," &c., the "wife"

(German
" weib ") implying merely a woman not neces-

sarily a married woman.

The verse quoted on pp. 60 and 61, is the last line of a

very well-known poem by Johan Sebastian Welhaven, entitled

"
Republikanerne" written in 1839. Jin unknown gue !t

in a Paris restaurant has been challenged by a noisy party

of young Frenchmen to join them in drinking a health to

Poland. He refuses ; they denounce him as a craven and

a slave ; he bares his breast and shows the scars of wounds

received in fighting for the country whose lost cause has

become a subject for conventional enthusiasm and windy

oratory.

tl De saae paa hverandre. Han vandred sin vei.

De havde champagne, men rorte den ei"

"
They looked at each other. He went on his way. There

stood their champagne, but they did not touch it.'"





LITTLE EYOLF

THE FIRST ACT

A pretty and richly-decorated garden-room, full oj

furniture, flowers, and plants. At the back, open

glass doors, leading out to a verandah. An ex-

tensive view over the fiord. In the distance,

wooded hillsides. A door in each of the side walls,

the one on the right a folding door, placed far
back. In front on the right, a sofa, with cushions

and rugs. Beside the sofa, a small table, and

chairs. In front, on the left, a larger table, with

arm-chairs around it. On the table stands an open

/land-bag. It is an early summer morning, with

warm sunshine.

Mrs. RITA ALLMERS stands beside tlie table, facing

towards the left, engaged in unpacking the bag.
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She is a handsome, rather tall, well-developed blonde,

about thirty years of age, dressed in a light-

coloured morning-gown.

/Shortly after, Miss ASTA ALLMERS enters by the door

on the right, wearing a light brown- summer dress,

with hat, jacket, and parasol. Under her arm-

she carries a rather large locked portfolio. She

is slim, of middle height, with dark hair, and

deep, earnest eyes. Twenty-five years old.

ASTA.

[As she enters.] Good-morning, my dear Rita.

RITA.

[Turns her head, and nods to her.'] What ! is that

you, Asta ? Come all the way from town so early ?

ASTA.

[Takes off" her things, and lays them on a chair beside

the door.] Yes, such a restless feeling came over me.

I felt I must]coTae out to-day, and see how little Eyolf

was getting on and you too. [Lays the portfolio on

the table beside the sofa.] So I took the steamer, and

here I am.

RITA.

[Smiling to her.] And I daresay you met one or
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other of your friends on board ? Quite by chance, of

course.

ASTA.

[Quietly.] No, I didn't meet a soul I knew. [Sees

the bag.] Why, Rita, what have you got there ?

RITA.

[Still unpacking.] Alfred's travelling-bag. Don't

you recognise it ?

ASTA.

[Joyfully, approaching her.] What ! Has Alfred

come home ?

RITA.

Yes, only think he came quite unexpectedly by
the late train last night.

ASTA.

Oh, then that was what my feeling meant ! It

was that that drew me out here ! And he hadn't

written a line to let you know ? Not even a post-

card?

RITA.

Not a single word.

ASTA.

Didn't he even telegraph ?
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RITA.

Yes, an hour before he arrived quite curtly and

coldly. [Laughs.] Don't you think that was like

him, Asta?

ASTA.

Yes
;
he goes so quietly about everything.

RITA.

But that made it all the more delightful to have

him again.

ASTA.

Yes, I'm sure it would.

RITA.

A whole fortnight before I expected him !

ASTA.

And is he quite well ? Not in low spirits ?

RITA.

[Closes the bag with a snap, and smiles at her.] He
looked quite transfigured as he stood in the doorway.

ASTA.

And wasn't he the least bit tired either ?
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RITA.

Oh, yes, he seemed to be tired enough very tired,

in fact. But, poor fellow, you see he had come on

foot the greater part of the way.

ASTA.

And then perhaps the high mountain air may
have been rather too keen for him.

RITA.

Oh, no
;
I don't think so at all. I haven't heard

him cough once.

ASTA.

Ah, there you see now ! It was a good thing,

after all, that the doctor talked him into taking this

tour.

RITA.

Yes, now that it's safely over. But I can tell you

it has been a terrible time for me, Asta. I've never

cared to talk about it and you so seldom came out

to see me, too

ASTA.

Yes, I daresay that wasn't very nice of me

but
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RITA.

Well, well, well, of course you had your school to

attend to in town. [Smiling.] And then our road-

maker friend of course he was away too.

ASTA.

Oh, don't talk like that, Rita.

RITA.

Very well, then; we'll leave the road-maker out

of the question. You can't think how I've been

longing for Alfred ! How empty the place seemed !

How desolate ! Ugh, it felt as if there had been a

funeral in the house !

ASTA.

Why, dear me, only six or seven weeks

RITA.

Yes; but you must remember that Alfred has

never been away from me before never so much as

twenty-four hours. Not once in all these ten years.

ASTA.

No; but that's just why I really think it was
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high time he should have a little outing this year.

He ought to have gone for a tramp in the mountains

every summer he really ought.

RITA.

[Half smiling .]
Oh yes, it's all very well for you

to talk. If I were as as reasonable as you, I sup-

pose I should have let him go before perhaps. But

I positively couldn't, Asta ! It seemed to me I

should never get him back again. Surely you can

understand that ?

ASTA.

No. But I daresay that's because I have no one to

lose.

RITA.

[With a teasing smile.] Really ? No one at all ?

ASTA.

Not that / know of. [Changing the subject.] But

tell me, Rita, where is Alfred ? Is he still asleep ?

RITA.

Oh, not at all. He got up as early as ever to-day.

ASTA.

Then he can't have been so very tired after all.
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RITA.

Yes, he was last night when he arrived. But

now he has had little Eyolf with him in his room

for a whole hour and more.

ASTA.

Poor little white-faced boy ! Has he got to be for

ever at his lessons again ?

ElTA.

[JFiTA. a slight shrug.] Alfred will have it so, you
know.

ASTA.

Yes
;
but I think you ought to put down your foot

about it, Rita.

RITA.

[Somewhat impatiently.] Oh no
;
come now, I really

can't meddle with that matter. Alfred knows so

much better about these things than I do. And what

would you have Eyolf do ? He can't run about and

play, you see like other children.

ASTA.

[With decision.] I will talk to Alfred about this.
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RITA.

Yes, do
;
I wish you would. Oh ! here he is.

[ALFRED ALLMERS, dressed in light summer

clothes, enters by the door on the left, leading

EYOLF by the hand. He is a slim, lightly-

built man ofabout thirty-six or thirty-seven,

with gentle eyes, and thin brown hair and

beard. His expression is serious and

thoughtful. EYOLF wears a dress cut like

a uniform, with gold braid and gilt 'mili-

tary buttons. He is lame, and walks with

a crutch under his left arm. His leg is

shrunken. He is undersized, and looks

delicate, but has beautiful intelligent eyes.

ALLMERS.

[Drops EYOLF'S hand, goes up to ASTA with an ex-

pression of marked pleasure, and Jiolds out both his hands

to her.] Asta ! My dearest Asta ! To think of your

coming ! To think of my seeing you so soon !

ASTA.

I felt I must . Welcome home again !

ALLMERS.

[Shaking her Itands.] Thank you for coming.
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RITA.

Doesn't he look well ?

ASTA.

[Gazes fixdly at him.] Splendid ! Quite splendid !

His eyes are so much brighter ! And I suppose

you've done a great deal of writing on your travels ?

[With an outburst of joy.] I shouldn't wonder if you'd

finished the whole book, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

[Shrugging his shoulders] The book ? Oh, the

book

ASTA.

Yes, I was sure you would find it go so easily when

once you got away.

ALLMERS.

So I thought too. But, do you know, I didn't find

it so at all. The truth is, I haven't written a line of

the book.

ASTA.

Not a line ?

RITA.

Oho ! I wondered when I found all the paper lying

untouched in your bag.
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ASTA.

But, my dear Alfred, what have you been doing

all this time ?

ALLMEES.

[Smiling.] Only thinking and thinking and

thinking*

RITA.

[Putting her awn round his neck.] And thinking

a little, too, of those you had left at home ?

ALLMEES.

Yes, that you may be sure of. I've thought a great

deal of you every single day.

RITA.

[Taking her arm away.] Ah, that's all I care about.

ASTA

But you haven't even touched the book ! And yet

you can look so happy and contented ! That's not

what you generally do I mean when your work is

going badly.

ALLMEES,

You're right there. You see, I've been such a fool
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hitherto. All the best that's in you goes into think-

ing. What you put on paper is worth very little.

ASTA.

[Exclaiming.] Worth very little 1

RITA.

[Laughing.] Are you out of your senses, Alfred ?

EYOLF.

[Looks confidingly up at him.] Oh yes, Papa, what

you write is worth a great deal !

ALLMERS.

[Smiling and stroking his hair] Well, well, since

you say so But I can tell you, some one is

coming after me who will do it better.

EYOLF.

Who can that be ? Oh, tell me !

ALLMERS.

Only wait you may be sure he'll come, and let us

hear of him.

EYOLF.

And what will you do then ?
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ALLMERS.

[Seriously] Then I'll go to the mountains again

RITA.

Fie, Alfred ! For shame !

ALLMERS.

up to the peaks and the great waste places.

EYOLF.

Papa, don't you think I'll soon be well enough for

you to take me with you ?

ALLMERS.

[With painful emotion.] Oh, yes, perhaps, my little

boy.

EYOLF.

It would be so splendid, you know, if I could climb

the mountains, like you.

ASTA.

[Changing the subject.] Why, how beautifully you're

dressed to-day, Eyolf !

EYOLF.

Yes, don't you think so, Auntie ?
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ASTA.

Yes, indeed. Is it in honour of Papa that you've

got your new clothes on ?

EYOLF.

Yes, I asked Mama to let me. I wanted so to let

Papa see me in them.

ALLMERS.

[In a low voice, to RITA.] You shouldn't have given

him clothes like that.

RITA.

[In a low voice.] Oh, he has teased me so long about

them he had set his heart on them. He gave me no

peace.

EYOLF.

And I forgot to tell you, Papa Borgheim has

bought me a new bow. And he's taught me how to

shoot with it too.

ALLMERS.

Ah, there now that's just the sort of thing for

you, Eyolf.

EYOLF.

And next time he comes, I shall ask him to teach

me to swim, too.
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ALLMERS.

To swim ! Oh, what makes you want to learn

swimming ?

EYOLF.

Well, you know, all the boys down at the beach

can swim. I'm the only one that can't.

ALLMERS.

[JP^A emotion, taking him in his arms.] You shall

learn whatever you like everything you really want

to.

EYOLF.

Then do you know what I want most of all, Papa ?

ALLMERS.

No
;

tell me ?

EYOLF.

I want most of all to be a soldier.

ALLMERS.

Oh, little Eyolf, there are many, many other

things that are better than that.

EYOLF.

Ah, but when I grow big, then I shall have to be a

soldier. You know that, don't you ?
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ALLMERS.

[Clenching his hands together.] Well, well, well : we

shall see

ASTA

[Seating herself at the table on the left.] Eyolf !

Come here to me, and I'll tell you something.

EYOLF.

[Goes up to her.] What is it, Auntie ?

ASTA.

What do you think, Eyolf I have seen the Rat-

Wife.

EYOLF.

What! Seen the Rat-Wife! Oh, you're only

making a fool of me !

ASTA.

No ; it's quite true. I saw her yesterday.

EYOLF.

Where did you see her ?

ASTA.

I saw her on the road, outside the town.
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ALLMERS.

I saw her, too, somewhere up in the country.

RITA.

Who is sitting on the sofa.] Perhaps it'll be our

turn to see her next, Eyolf .

EYOLF.

Auntie, isn't it strange that she should be called

the Rat-Wife ?

ASTA.

Oh, people just give her that name because she

wanders round the country driving away all the

rats.

ALLMERS.

I've heard that her real name is Varg.

EYOLF.

Varg ! That means a wolf, doesn't it ?

ALLMERS.

[Patting him on the head.] So you know that, do

you?

EYOLF.

[Cautiously.] Then perhaps it may be true, after

B
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all, that she's a were-wolf at night. Do you believe

that, Papa ?

ALLMEBS.

Oh, no
;
I don't believe it. Now you ought to go

and play a little in the garden.

EYOLF.

Shouldn't I take some books with me ?

ALLMEES.

No, no books after this. You'd better go down to

the beach to the other boys.

EYOLF.

[Shyly.] No, Papa, I won't go down to the boys

to-day.

ALLMEES.

Why not ?

EYOLF.

Oh, because I have these clothes on.

ALLMEES.

[Knitting his brows.] Do you mean that they make

fun of of your pretty clothes ?
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EYOLF.

[Evasively.] No, they daren't for then I would

thrash them.

ALLMERS.

Aha ! then why ?

EYOLF.

You see, they're so naughty, these boys. And then

they say I can never be a soldier.

ALLMERS.

[TF&A suppressed indignation.] Why do they say

that, do you think ?

EYOLF.

I suppose they're jealous of me. For you know,

Papa, they're so poor, they have to go about barefoot.

ALLMERS.

\Softly, with choking voice.] Oh, Rita how it wrings

my heart !

RITA.

[Soothingly, rising.] There, there, there !

ALLMERS.

[Threateningly.] But these rascals shall soon find

out who's the master down at the beach !
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ASTA.

[Listening. \
There's some one knocking.

EYOLF.

Oh, I'm sure it's Borgheim !

EITA.

Come in.

[The RAT-WIFE comes softly and noiselessly in

by the door on the right. She is a thin little

shrunken figure, old and grey-haired, with

keen, piercing eyes, dressed in an old-

fashioned flowered gown, with a black

hood and cloak. She has in her hand a

large red umbrella, and carries a black bag

by a loop over her arm.

EYOLF.

[Softly, taking hold O/ASTA'S dress.] Auntie! That

must surely be her !

THE RAT-WIFE.

[Curtseying at the door.] I humbly beg pardon

but are your worships troubled with any gnawing

hings in the house ?
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ALLMEES.

Here ? No, I don't think so.

THE RAT-WIFE.

For it would be such a pleasure to me to rid your

worships' house of them.

RITA.

Yes, yes; we understand. But we haven't got

anything of the sort here.

THE RAT-WIFE.

That's very unlucky, that is
;
for I just happened

to be on my rounds now, and goodness knows when I

may be in these parts again. Oh, how tired I am !

ALLMERS.

[Pointing to a chair.] Yes, you look tired.

THE RAT-WIFE.

I know one ought never to get tired of doing good

to the poor little things that are hated and perse-

cuted so cruelly. But it takes your strengt h out of

you, it does.

RITA.

Won't you sit down and rest a little ?
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THE RAT-WIFE.

I thank your ladyship with all my heart. [Seats

herself on a chair between the door and the so/a.] I've

been out all night at my work.

ALLMEKS.

Have you indeed ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

Yes, over on the islands. [With a chuckling laugh.]

The people sent for me, I can assure you. They didn't

like it a bit
;
but there was nothing else to be done.

They had to put a good face on it, and bite the sour

apple. [Looks at EYOLF, and nods.] The sour apple,

little master, the sour apple.

EYOLF.

[Involuntarily, a little timidly.] Why did they have

THE RAT-WIFE.

What?

EYOLF.

To bite it ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

Why, because they couldn't keep body and soul
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together on account of the rats and all the little rat-

children, you see, young master.

RITA.

Ugh ! Poor people ! Have they so many of

them?

THE RAT-WIFE.

Yes, it was all alive and swarming with them.

[Laughs with quiet glee.] They came creepy-crawly up
into the beds all night long. They plumped into the

milk-cans, and they went pittering and pattering all

over the floor, backwards and forwards, and up and

down.

EYOLF.

[Softly, to ASTA.] I shall never go there, Auntie.

THE RAT-WIFE.

But then I came I, and another along with me.

And we took them with us, every one the sweet little

creatures ! We made an end of every one of them.

EYOLF.

[With a shriek.] Papa look! look!

RITA.

Good Heavens, Eyolf !
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ALLMERS.

What's the matter ?

EYOLF.

[Pointing.] There's something wriggling in the

bag!
RITA.

[At the extreme left, shrieks.] Ugh ! Send her

away, Alfred !

THE EAT-WIFE.

[Laughing.] Oh, dearest lady, you needn't be

frightened of such a little inannikin.

ALLMERS.

But what is the thing ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

Why, it's only little Mopseman. [Loosening the

string of the bag.] Come up out of the dark, my
own little darling friend.

[A little dog with a broad black snout pokes its

head out of the bag.

THE RAT-WIFE.

[Nodding and beckoning to EYOLF.] Come along,

don't be afraid, my little wounded warrior ! He
won't bite. Come here ! Come here !
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EYOLF

[Clinging to AsTA.J No, I daren't.

THE RAT-WIFE.

Don't you think he has a gentle, lovable aspect,

my young master ?

EYOLF.

[Astonished, pointing.] That thing there ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

Yes, this thing here.

EYOLF.

[Almost under his breath, staringfixedly at the dog.]

I think he has the horriblest aspect I ever saw.

THE RAT-WIFE.

[Closing the bag.] Oh, it'll come it'll come, right

enough.

EYOLF.

[Involuntarily drawing nearer, at kist goes right up

to her, and strokes the bag.] But he's lovely lovely

all the same.

THE RAT-WIFE.

[In a tone of caution.] But now he's so tired and
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weary, poor thing. He's utterly tired out, he is.

[Looks at ALLMEBS.] For it takes the strength out of

you, that sort of game, I can tell you, sir.

ALLMEES.

What sort of game do you mean ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

The luring game.

ALLMERS.

Do you mean that it's the dog that lures the rats ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

[Nodding.] Mopseman and I we two do it to-

gether. And it goes so smoothly for all you can see,

at any rate. I just slip a string through his collar,

and then I lead him three times round the house,

and play on my Pan's-pipes. When they hear that,

they've got to come up from the cellars, and down from

the garrets, and out of their holes, all the blessed little

creatures.

EYOLF.

And does he bite them to death then ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

Oh, not at all ! No, we go down to the boat, he
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and I do and then they follow after us, both the big
ones and the little ratikins.

EYOLF.

[Eagerly.'] And what then tell me !

THE RAT-WIFE.

Then we push out from the land, and I scull with

one oar, and play on my Pan's-pipes. And Mopse-

man, he swims behind. [JFitfA glittering eyes.~\ And
all the creepers and crawlers, they follow and follow

us out into the deep, deep waters. Ay, for they

have to

EYOLF.

Why have they to ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

Just because they want not to just because they're

so deadly afraid of the water. That's why they've got

to plunge into it.

EYOLF.

Are they drowned, then ?

THE RAT-WIFE.

Every blessed one. [More softly.] And there it's

all as still, and soft, and dark as their hearts can de-
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sire, the lovely little things. Down there they sleep

a long, sweet sleep, with no one to hate them or per-

secute them any more. [Rises.] In the old days, I

can tell you, I didn't need any Mopseman. Then I

did the luring myself I alone.

EYOLF.

And what did you lure then ?

THE EAT-WIFE.

Men. One most of all.

EYOLF.

[With eagerness.] Oh, who was that one? Tell me!

THE EAT-WIFE.

[Laughing.] It was my own sweetheart, it was,

little heart-breaker !

EYOLF.

And where is he now, then ?

THE EAT-WIFE.

[Harshly.] Down where all the ra.ts are. [Resuming

her milder tone.] But now I must be off and get to

business again. Always on the move. [To EITA.]

So your ladyship has no sort of use for me to-day ?

I could finish it all off while I'm about it.
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RITA.

No, thank you ;
I don't think we require anything.

THE RAT-WIFE.

Well, well, your sweet ladyship, you can never

tell. If your ladyship should find that there's any-

thing here that keeps nibbling and gnawing, and

creeping and crawling, then just see and get hold of

me and Mopseman. Good-bye, good-bye, a kind

good-bye to you all.

[She goes out by the door on the right.

EYOLF.

[Softly and triumphantly, to ASIA.] Only think,

Auntie, now I've seen the Rat-Wife too !

[RiTA goes out upon the verandah, and fans

herself with herpocket-handkerchief. Shortly

afterwards, EYOLF slips cautiously and

unnoticed out to the right.

ALLMERS.

[Takes up the portfolio from the table by the sofa.] Is

this your portfolio, Asta ?

ASTA.

Yes. I have some of the old letters in it.
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ALLMERS.

Ah, the family letters

ASTA.

You know you asked me to arrange them for you
while you were away.

ALLMERS.

[Pats her on the head.] And you've actually found

time to do that, dear ?

ASTA.

Oh, yes. I've done it partly out here and partly at

my own rooms in town.

ALLMERS.

Thanks, dear. Did you find anything particular

in them ?

ASTA.

[Lightly.] Oh, you know you always find something

or other in such old papers. [Speaking lower and

seriously.] It's the letters to mother that are in this

portfolio.

ALLMERS.

Those, of course, you must keep yourself.

ASTA.

[With an
effort.] No; I'm determined that you
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shall look through them, too, Alfred. Some time

later on in life. I haven't the key of the portfolio

with me just now.

ALLMEES.

It doesn't matter, my dear Asta, for I shall never

read your mother's letters in any case.

ASTA.

[Fisting her eyes on him.] Then some time or other

some quiet evening I will tell you a little of what

is in them.

ALLMEES.

Yes, that will be much better. But do you keep

your mother's letters you haven't so many mementos

of her.

[He hands ASTA the portfolio. She takes it, and

lays it on the chair under her outdoor things.

RITA comes into the room again.

RITA.

Ugh ! I feel as if that horrible old woman had

brought a sort of graveyard smell with her.

ALLMEES.

Yes, she was rather horrible.
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RITA.

I felt almost sick while she was in the room.

ALLMERS.

However, I can very well understand the sort of

spellbound fascination that she talked about. The

loneliness of the mountain-peaks and of the great

waste places has something of the same magic about it.

ASTA.

[Looks attentively at him.] What is it that has

happened to you, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

[Smiling.] To me ?

ASTA.

Yes, something has happened something seems

almost to have transformed you. Rita noticed it too.

RITA.

Yes, I saw it the moment you came. A change for

the better, I hope, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

It ought to be for the better. And it must and

shall come to good.
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RITA.

[With an outburst.] You have had some adventure

on your journey ! Don't deny it ! I can see it in

your face !

ALLMEES.

[Shaking his head.] No adventure in the world

outwardly at least. But

RITA.

[Eagerly.] But ?

ALLMERS.

It's true that within me there has been something
of a revolution.

RITA.

Oh Heavens !

ALLMERS.

[/Soothingly, patting her hand] Only for the better,

my dear Rita. You may be perfectly certain of that.

RITA.

[Seats herself on the sofa.] You must tell us all

about it, at once tell us everything !

ALLMERS.

[Turning to ASTA.] Yas, let us sit down, too, Asta.

Then I will try to tell you as well as I can.

c
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\He seats himself on the sofa at RITA'S side.

ASTA moves a chair forward, and places

herself near him.

RITA.

[Looking at him expectantly.] Well ?

ALLMEBS.

[Gazing straight before him.] When I look back

over my life and my fortunes for the last ten or

eleven years, it seems to me almost like a fairy-tale or

a dream. Don't you think so too, Asta ?

ASTA.

Yes, in many ways I think so.

ALLMERS.

[Continuing.] When I remember what we two used

to be, Asta we two poor orphan children

RITA.

[Impatiently.] Oh, that's such an old, old story.

ALLMEBS.

[Not listening to her.] And now here I am in

comfort and luxury. I've been able to follow my
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vocation. I've been able to work and study

just as I had always longed to. [Holds out his hand.]

And all this great this fabulous good fortune we owe

to you, my dearest Rita.

RITA.

[Halfplayfully, half angrily, slaps his hand.] Oh, I

do wish you would stop talking like that.

ALLMEBS.

I speak of it only as a sort of introduction.

RITA

Then do skip the introduction !

ALLMERS.

Rita, you mustn't think it was the doctor's advice

that drove me up to the mountains.

ASTA.

Wasn't it, Alfred ?

RITA.

What was it, then ?

ALLMEUS.

It was this : I found there was no more peace for

me, there in my study.
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RITA.

No peace ! Why, who disturbed you ?

ALLMERS.

[Shaking his head.] No one from without. But I

felt as though I were positively abusing or, say

rather, wasting my best powers frittering away the

time.

ASTA.

[With wide eyes.] When you were writing at your
book?

"ALLMERS.

[Nodding.] For I can't think that my powers are

confined to that alone. I must surely have it in me
to do one or two other things as well.

RITA.

Was that what you sat there brooding over ?

ALLMERS.

Yes, mainly that.

RITA.

And so that's what has made you so discontented

with yourself of late ;
and with the rest of us as well.

For you know you were discontented, Alfred.
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ALLMERS.

[Gazing straight before Aim.] There I sat bent over

my table, day after day, and often half the night

too writing and writing at the great thick book on
" Human Responsibility." Hm !

ASTA.

[Laying her hand upon his arm.] But, Alfred that

book is to be your life-work.

RITA.

Yes, you've said so often enough

ALLMERS.

I thought so. Ever since I grew up, I have thought

so. [TFiVA an affectionate expression in his eyes.] And

it was you that enabled me to devote myself to it, my
dear Rita

RITA.

Oh, nonsense !

ALLMERS.

[Smiling to her.] you, with your gold, and your

green forests

RITA.

[Half laughing, half vexed.] If you begin all that

rubbish again, I shall beat you.
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ASTA.

[Looking sorrowfully at him.] But the book,

Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

It began, as it were, to drift away from me. But

I was more and more beset by the thought of the

higher duties that laid their claims upon me.

RITA

[Seaming, seizes his hand.] Alfred !

ALLMERS.

The thought of Eyolf, my dear Rita.

RITA.

[Disappointed, drops his hand.] Ah of Eyolf !

ALLMERS.

Poor little Eyolf has taken deeper and deeper hold

of me. After that unlucky fall from the table and

especially since we have been assured that the injury

is incurable

RITA.

[Insistently] But you take all the care you possibly

can of him, Alfred !
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ALLMERS.

As a schoolmaster, yes ;
but not as a father. And

it is a father that I want henceforth to be to Eyolf .

ElTA.

[Looking at him and shaking her head.] I don't think

I quite understand you.

ALLMERS.

I mean that I will try with all my might to make

his misfortune as painless and easy to him as it

can possibly be.

RITA.

Oh, but, dear thank Heaven, I don't think he feels

it so deeply.

ASTA.

itfA emotion.] Yes, Rita, he does.

ALLMERS.

Yes, you may be sure he feels it deeply.

RITA.

[Impatiently.] But, Alfred, what more can you do

for him ?

ALLMERS.

I will try to perfect all the rich possibilities that are
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dawning in his childish soul. I will foster all the

noble germs in his nature make them blossom and

bear fruit. [JFitfA more and more warmth, rising.]

And I will do more than that ! I will help him to

bring his desires into harmony with what lies attain-

able before him. That is just what at present they
are not. All his longings are for things that must

for ever remain unattainable to him. But I will

create a conscious happiness in his mind.

[He goes once or twice up and down the room.

ASTA and RITA follow him with their

eyes.

RITA.

You should take these things more quietly,

Alfred !

ALLMERS.

[Stops beside the table on the left, and looks at them.]

Eyolf shall carry on my life-work if he wants to.

Or he shall choose one that is altogether his own.

Perhaps that would be best. At all events, I shall

let mine rest as it is.

RITA.

[Rising.] But, Alfred dear, can't you work both for

yourself and for Eyolf ?
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ALLMEKS.

No, I cannot. It's impossible! I can't divide

myself in this matter and therefore I efface myself.

Eyolf shall be the complete man of our race. And it

shall be my new life-work to make him the complete

man.

ASTA.

[Has risen and now goes up to him.] This must have

cost you a terribly hard struggle, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

Yes, it has. At home here, I should never have

conquered myself, never brought myself to the point

of renunciation. Never at home !

EITA.

Then that was why you went away this summer ?

ALLMERS.

[TFz'fA shining eyes.] Yes ! I went up into the

infinite solitudes. I saw the sunrise gleaming on the

mountain peaks. I felt myself nearer the stars I

seemed almost to be in sympathy and communion with

them. And then I found the strength for it.
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ASTA.

[Looking sadly at him.] But you will never write

any more of your book on " Human Responsibility
"

?

ALLMERS.

No, never, Asta. I tell you I can't split up my life

between two vocations. But I, will act out my
" human responsibility

"
in my own life.

RITA.

[With a smile.] Do you think you can live up to

such high resolves at home here ?

ALLMERS.

[Taking her hand] With you to help me, I can.

[Holds out the other hand] And with you too, Asta.

RITA.

[Drawing her hand away] Ah with both of us !

So, after all, you can divide yourself.

ALLMERS.

Why. my dearest Rita !

[RiTA moves awayfrom him and stands in the

garden doorway. A light and rapid knock
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is heard at the door on the right. Engineer

BORGHEIM enters quickly. He is a young
man of a little over thirty. His expression

is bright and cheerful, and he holds himself

erect.

BORGHEIM.

Good morning, Mrs. Allmers. [Stops with an ex-

pression ofpleasure on seeing ALLMERS.] Why, what's

this ? Home again already, Mr. Allmers ?

ALLMERS.

[Shaking hands with him.] Yes, I arrived last

night.

RITA.

[Gaily.] His leave was up, Mr. Borgheim.

ALLMERS.

No, you know it wasn't, Rita

RITA.

[Approaching.] Oh yes, but it was, though. His

furlough had run out.

BORGHEIM.

I see you hold your husband well in hand, Mrs.

Allmers.
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RITA.

I hold to my rights. And besides, everything must

have an end.

BOKGHEIM.

Oh, not everything I hope. Good morning, Miss

Allmers !

ASTA.

\Holding alooffrom him.] Good morning.

BJTA.

[Looking at BORGHEIM.] Not everything, you say ?

BORGHEIM.

Oh, I'm firmly convinced that there are some things

in the world that will never come to an end.

RITA.

I suppose you're thinking of love and that sort of

thing.

BORGHEIM.

[Warmly.] I'm thinking of all that is lovely !

RITA.

And that never comes to an end. Yes, let us think

of that, hope for that, all of us.
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ALLMEES.

[Coming up to them.] I suppose you'll soon have

finished your road-work out here ?

BORGHEIM.

I've finished it already finished it yesterday. It

has been a long business, but, thank Heaven, that has

come to an end.

RITA.

And you're beaming with joy over that ?

BORGHEIM.

Yes, I am indeed !

RITA.

Well, I must say

BORGHEIM.

What, Mrs. Allmers ?

RITA.

I don't think it's particularly nice of you, Mr.

Borgheim
BORGHEIM.

Indeed ! Why not ?

RITA

Well, I suppose we sha'n't often see you in these

parts after this.
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BOBGHEIM.

No, that's true. I hadn't thought of that.

KlTA.

Oh well, I suppose you'll be able to look in upon
us now and then all the same.

BORGHEIM.

No, unfortunately that will be out of my power for

a very long time.

ALLMERS.

Indeed ! How so ?

BORGHEIM.

The fact is, I've got a big piece of new work that

I must set about at once.

ALLMERS.

Have you indeed ? [Pressing his hand.] I'm

heartily glad to hear it.

RITA.

I congratulate you, Mr. Borgheim !

BORGHEIM.

Hush, hush I really oughtn't to talk openly of it

as yet ! But I can't help coming out with it ! It's
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a great piece of road-making up in the north with

mountain ranges to cross, and the most tremendous

difficulties to overcome ! [With an outburst of glad-

ness.] Oh, what a glorious world this is and what

a joy it is to be a road-maker in it !

RITA.

[Smiling, and looking teasingly at him.] Is it road-

making business that has brought you out here to-

day in such wild spirits ?

BOEGHEIM.

No, not that alone. I'm thinking of all the bright

and hopeful prospects that are opening out before

me.
RITA.

Aha, then perhaps you've got something still more

exquisite in reserve !

BORGHEIM.

[Glancing towards ASTA.] Who knows ! When once

happiness comes to us, it's apt to come like a spring

flood. [Turns to ASTA.] Miss Allmers, wouldn't you
like to take a litble walk with ma ? As we used to ?

ASTA.

[Quickly.] No no, thank you. Not now Not to-

day.
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BORGHEIM.

Oh, do come ! Only a little bit of a walk ! I have

so much I want to talk to you about before I go.

RITA.

Something else, perhaps, that you mustn't talk

openly about as yet ?

BORGHEIM.

Hm, that depends

RITA.

But there's nothing to prevent your whispering,

you know. [ffalf aside.] Asta, you must really go
with him.

ASTA.

But, my dear Rita

BORGHEIM.

[Imploringly] Miss Asta remember it is to be a

farewell walk the last for many a day.

ASTA.

[Takes her hat and parasol.] Yery well, suppose we

take a stroll in the garden, then.

BORGHEIM.

Oh, thank you, thank you !
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ALLMEES.

And while you're there you can see what Eyolf's

doing.

BOKGHEIM.

Ah, Eyolf, by the bye ! Where is Eyolf to-day ?

I've got something for him.

ALLMERS.

He's out playing somewhere.

BORGHEIM.

Is he really ! Then he has begun to play now ?

He used always to be sitting indoors over his books.

ALLMERS.

There's to be an end of that now. I'm going to

make a regular open-air boy of him.

BORGHEIM.

Ah, now, that's right ! Out into th^ open air with

him, poor little fellow ! Good Lord, what can we

possibly do better than play in this blessed world ?

For my part, I think all life is one long playtime !

Come, Miss Asta !

[BORGHEIM and ASTA go out on the verandah

and down through the garden.
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ALLMEES.

[Stands looking after them.] Rita do you think

there's anything between those two ?

RITA.

I don't know what to say. I used to think there

was. But Asta has grown so strange to me so

utterly incomprehensible of late.

ALLMERS.

Indeed ! Has she ? While I've been away ?

RITA.

Yes, within the last week or two.

ALLMERS.

And you think she doesn't care very much about

him now?
RITA.

Not seriously; not utterly and entirely; not un

reservedly I'm sure she doesn't. [Looks search -

ingly at him.] Would it displease you if she did ?

ALLMERS.

It wouldn't exactly displease me. But it would

certainly be a disquieting thought
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RITA.

Disquieting ?

ALLMERS.

Yes
; you must remember that I'm responsible for

Asta for her life's happiness.

RITA.

Oh, come responsible ! Surely Asta has come

to years of discretion ? I should say she was capable

of choosing for herself.

ALLMEKS.

Yes, we must hope so, Rita.

RITA.

For my part, I don't think at all ill of Borgheim.

ALLMERS.

No, dear no more do I quite the contrary. But

all the same

RITA.

[Continuing.] And I should be very glad indeed if

he and Asta were to make a match of it.

ALLMERS.

[Annoyed.] Oh, why should you be ?
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RITA.

increasing excitement.] Why, for then she

would have to go far, far away with him ! And she

could never come out here to us, as she does now.

ALLMERS.

[Stares at her in astonishment] What! Can you

really want to get rid of Asta ?

RITA.

Yes, yes, Alfred !

ALLMERS.

Why in all the world- ?

RITA.

[Throwing her arms passionately round his neck.]

For then, at last, I should have you to myself alone !

And yet not even then ! Not wholly to myself !

[Bursts into convulsive weeping.] Oh, Alfred, Alfred

I cannot give you up !

ALLMERS.

[Gfentiy releasing himself.] My dearest Rita, do be

reasonable !

RITA.

I don't care a bit about being reasonable ! I care

only for you ! Only for you in all the world !
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[Again throwing her arms round his neck.] For you,

for you, for you 1

ALLMEES.

Let me go, let me go you're strangling me !

RITA.

[Letting him go] How I wish I could ! [Looking at

him with flashing eyes.] Oh, if you knew how I have

hated you !

ALLMEES.

Hated me !

RITA.

Yes when you shut yourself up in your room and

brooded over your work till long, long into the

night. [Plaintively.] So long, so late, Alfred. Oh,

how I hated your work !

ALLMEES.

But now I have done with that.

RITA

[With a, cutting laugh] Oh yes ! Now you're taken

up with something worse.

ALLMEES.

[Shocked] Worse ! Do you call our child something

worse ?
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RITA.

[Vehemently.] Yes, I do. As he comes between you

and me, I call him so. For the book the book was

dead, but the child is a living being. [With increasing

impetuosity. \
But I won't endure it, Alfred ! I won't

endure it I tell you so plainly !

ALLMERS.

[Looks steadily at her, and says in a low voice.] I am
often almost afraid of you, Rita.

RITA.

[Gloomily.] I am often afraid of myself. And for

that very reason you mustn't awake the evil in me.

ALLMERS.

Why, good Heavens, do I do that ?

RITA.

Yes, you do when you tear to shreds the holiest

bonds between us.

ALLMERS.

[Urgently.] Think what you're saying, Rita. It is

your own child our only child, that you are speak-

ing of.
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KlTA.

The child is only half mine. [JFi^A another outburst.]

But you shall be mine alone ! You shall be wholly

mine ! That I have a right to demand of you !

ALLMERS.

[Shrugging his shoulders.] Oh, my dear Rita, it's

of no use demanding anything. Everything must be

freely given.

RITA.

[Looks anxiously at him] And that you cannot do

henceforth ?

ALLMERS.

No, I cannot. I must divide myself between Eyolf

and you.

RITA.

But if Eyolf had never been born ? What then ?

ALLMERS.

[Evasively] Oh, that would be another matter.

Then I'd have only you to care for.

RITA.

[Softly, her voice quivering] Then I wish he had

never been born.
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ALLMERS.

[Flashing out.] Rita ! You don't know what you're

saying !

RITA.

[Trembling with emotion.] It was in pain unspeak-

able that I brought him into the world. But I bore

it all with joy and rapture for your sake.

ALLMERS.

[Warmly.] Oh yes, I know, I know.

RITA.

[With decision.] But there it must end. I will live

my life together with you wholly with you. I

cannot go on being only Eyolf's mother only his

mother and nothing more. I will not, I tell you ! I

cannot ! I will be all in all to you ! To you, Alfred !

ALLMERS.

But that's just what you are, Rita. Through our

child

RITA.

Oh vapid, nauseous phrases nothing else ! No,

Alfred, I'm not to be put off like that. I was fitted

to become the child's mother, but not to be a mother to

him. You must take me as I am, Alfred.
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ALLMEES.

And yet you used to be so fond of Eyolf.

RITA.

I was so sorry for him because you troubled your-

self so little about him. You kept him reading and

grinding at books. You scarcely even saw him.

ALLMERS.

[Nodding slowly.] No
;

I was blind. The time had

not yet come for me

RITA.

[Looking in his face.] But now, I suppose, it has

come ?

ALLMERS.

Yes, at last. Now I see that the highest task I can

have in the world is to be a true father to Eyolf.

RITA.

And to me ? what will you be to me ?

ALLMERS.

[Gently.] I will always go on caring for you with

qniet tenderness, [ffe tries to take her hands.]
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RITA.

[Avoiding him.] I don't care a bit for your quiet

tenderness. I want you utterly and entirely and

alone ! Just as I had you in the first rich, beautiful

days. [ Vehemently and harshly] Never, never will

I consent to be put off with scraps and leavings,

Alfred !

ALLMERS.

[Conciliatorily.] I should have thought there was

happiness in plenty for all three of us, Rita.

RITA.

[Scornfully.] Then you're easy to please. [Seats

herself at the table on the left.]
Now listen to me.

ALLMERS.

[Approaching.] Well, what is it ?

RITA.

[Looking up at him with a veiled glow in her eyes]

When I got your telegram yesterday evening

ALLMERS.

Yes ? What then ?

RITA.

then I dressed myself in white
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ALLMEBS.

Yes, I noticed you were in white when I arrived.

RITA.

I had let down my hair

ALLMEBS.

Your sweet masses of hair

EITA.

so that it flowed down my neck and shoulders

ALLMERS.

I saw it, I saw it. Oh, how lovely you were, Rita !

RITA.

There were rose-tinted shades over both the lamps.

And we were alone, we two the only waking beings

in the whole house. And there was champagne on

the table.

ALLMEBS.

I didn't drink any of it.

EITA.

[Looking bitterly at him.] No, that's true. \LaMghs
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harshly.] "There stood the champagne, but you
tasted it not "

as the poet says.

[She risesfrom the armchair, goes with an air of

weariness over to the so/a, and seats herself,

half reclining, upon it.

ALLMERS.

[Crosses the room and stands before her.] I was so

taken up with serious thoughts. I had made up my
mind to talk to you of our future, Rita and first

and foremost of Eyolf .

RITA.

[Smiling.] And so you did

ALLMERS.

No, I hadn't time to for you began to undress.

RITA.

Yes, and meanwhile you talked about Eyolf.

Don't you remember ? You wanted to know all

about little Eyolf's digestion.

ALLMERS.

[Looking reproachfully at her.] Rita !

RITA.

And then you got into your bed, and slept like a log.
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ALLMERS.

[Shaking his head.] Rita Rita !

RITA.

[Lying at full length and looking up at him.]

Alfred?

ALLMERS.

Yes?

RITA.

" There stood your champagne, but you tasted it

not."

ALLMERS.

[Almost harshly] No. I did not taste it.

[He goes away from her and stands in the

garden doorway. RITA lies for some time

motionless, with closed eyes.

RITA.

[Suddenly springing up] But let me tell you one

thing, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

[Turning in the doorway] Well?

RITA.

You shouldn't feel quite so secure as you do !
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ALLMEKS.

Not secure ?

RITA.

No, you shouldn't be so indifferent ! Not so

certain of your property in me !

ALLMERS.

[Drawing nearer.] What do you mean by that ?

RITA.

[With trembling lips.} Never in a single thought

have I been untrue to you, Alfred ! Never for an

instant.

ALLMERS.

No, Rita, I know that I, who know you so well.

RITA.

[With sparkling eyes.] But if you disdain me !

ALLMERS.

Disdain ! I don't understand what you mean !

RITA.

Oh, you don't know all that might rise up within

me, if
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ALLMERS.

If?

RITA.

If I should ever see that you didn't care for me
that you didn't love me as you used to.

ALLMERS.

But, my dearest Rita years bring a certain change

with them and that must one day occur even in us

as in every one else.

RITA.

Never in me ! And I will not hear of any change

in you either I could not bear it, Alfred. I want to

keep you to myself alone.

ALLMERS.

[Looking at her with concern.] You have a terribly

jealous nature

RITA.

I can't make myself different from what I am.

[Threateningly] If you go and divide yourself between

me and any one else

ALLMERS.

What then ?
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RITA.

Then I'll take my revenge on you, Alfred !

ALLMERS.

How " take your revenge
"

?

ElTA.

I don't know how. Oh yes, I do know, well enough !

ALLMERS.

Well?

RITA.

I'll go and throw myself away

ALLMERS.

Throw yourself away, do you say ?

RITA.

Yes, that I will. I'll throw myself straight into

the arms of of the first man that comes in my
way!

ALLMERS.

[Looking tenderly at her and shaking his head.]

That you'll never do my loyal, proud, true-hearted

Rita!
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KlTA.

[Putting her arms round his neck.~\ Oh, you don't

know what I might come to be if you if you didn't

love me any more.

ALLMERS.

Didn't love you, Rita ? How can you say such a

thing !

KITA.

[Half laughing, lets him go.] Why shouldn't I

spread my nets for that that road-maker man that

hangs about here ?

ALLMERS.

[Relieved.] Oh, thank goodness you're only joking.

RITA.

Not at all. He would do as well as any one else.

ALLMERS.

Ah, but I suspect he's more or less taken up already.

RITA.

So much the better ! For then I should take him

away from some one else
;
and that's just what Eyolf

has done to me.
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ALLMERS.

Can you say that our little Eyolf has done that ?

RITA.

[Pointing with her forefinger.] There, you see ! You

see ! The moment you mention Eyolf's name, you

grow tender and your voice quivers ! [Threateningly,

clenching her hands.] Oh, you almost tempt me to

wish

ALLMERS.

[Looking at her anxiously'.]
What do I tempt you to

wish, Rita?

RITA.

[Vehemently, going away from him.] No, no, no I

won't tell you that ! Never !

ALLMERS.

[Drawing nearer to her.] Rita! I implore you
for my sake and for your own don't let yourself be

tempted into evil.

[BORGHEIM and ASTA come upfrom the garden.

They both show signs of restrained emotion.

They look serious and dejected. ASTA re-

mains out on the verandah. BORGHEIM

comes into the room.
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BORGHEIM.

So that's over Miss Allmers and I have had our

last walk together.

RITA.

[Looks at him with surp^nse.] Ah ! And there's no

longer journey to follow the walk ?

BORGHEIM.

Yes, for me.

KITA.

For you alone ?

BORGHEIM.

Yes, for me alone.

RITA.

[Glances darkly at ALLMERS.] Do you hear that ?

[Tunis to BORGHEIM.] I'll wager it's some one with

the evil eye that has played you this trick.

BORGHEIM.

[Looks at her.] The evil eye ?

RITA.

ing.] Yes, the evil eye.
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BOEGHEIM.

Do you believe in the evil eye, Mrs. Allmers ?

EITA.

Yes. I've begun to believe in the evil eye. Espe-

cially in a child's evil eye.

ALLMERS.

[Shocked, whispers.] Rita how can you ?

RITA.

[Speaking low.] It's you that make me so wicked

and hateful, Alfred.

[Confused cries and shrieks are heard in the

distance, from the direction of the fiord.

BORGHEIM.

[Going to the glass door.] What noise is that ?

ASTA.

[In the doorway.] Look at all those people running

down to the pier !

ALLMERS.

What can it be ? [Looks out for a moment.] No
doubt it's those street urchins at some mischief

again
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BORGHEIM.

[Calls, leaning over the verandah railings,] I say,

you boys down there ! What's the matter ?

[Several voices are heard answering indistinctly

and confusedly.

RITA

What do they say ?

BORGHEIM.

They say it's a child that's drowned

ALLMEBS.

A child drowned ?

ASTA.

[Uneasily.] A little boy, they say.

ALLMEBS.

Oh, they can all swim, every one of them.

RITA.

[Shrieks in terror.] Where is Eyolf ?

ALLMEBS.

Keep quiet quiet. Eyolf is down in the garden,

playing.

ASTA.

No, he wasn't in the garden.
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RITA.

[With upstretched arms] Oh, if only it isn't he!

BORGHEIM.

[Listens, and calls down.~\ Whose child is it, do you

say?

[Indistinct voices are heard. BORGHEIM and

ASTA utter a suppressed cry, and rush out

through the garden.

ALLMERS.

[In an agony of dread.] It isn't Eyolf ! It isn't

Eyolf ,
Rita !

RITA.

[On the verandah, listening.] Hush ! Be quiet !

Let me hear what they're saying !

[RiTA rushes back with a piercing shriek, into

the room,

ALLMERS.

[Following her.] What did they say ?

RITA.

[Sinking down beside the armchair on the
left.] They

said :
" The crutch is floating !

"
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ALLMEBS.

[Almost paralysed.] No ! No ! No !

RITA.

[Hoarsely] Eyolf ! Eyolf ! Oh, but they must save

him !

ALLMERS.

[Half distracted] They must, they must! So pre-

cious a life ! [He rushes down through the garden.



THE SECOND ACT

A little narrow glen by the waterside on ALLMERS'S

property. On the left, lofty old trees overarch the

spot. Down the slope in the background a brook

comes leaping, and loses itself among the stones on

the margin of the wood. A path ivinds along by

the brook-side. To the right there are only a few

single trees, between which the fiord is visible. In

front is seen the corner of a boat-shed with a boat

drawn up. Under the old trees on the left stands

a table with a bench and one or two chairs, all

made of thin birch-staves. It is a heavy, damp

day, with driving mist-wreaths.

ALPKED ALLMERS, dressed as before, sits on the bench,

leaning his arms on the table. His hat lies before

him. He gazes absently and immovably out over

the water.

Presently ASTA ALLMERS comes down the wood-path.

She is carrying an open umbrella.
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ASIA.

[Goes quietly and cautiously up to him.} You
shouldn't sit down here in this gloomy weather,

Alfred.

ALLMEES.

[Nods slowly without answering.]

ASTA.

[Closing her umbrella.] I've been searching for you
such a long time.

ALLMEES.

[Without expression.] Thank you.

ASTA.

[Moves a chair and seats herself close to him.] Have

you been sitting here long ? All the time ?

ALLMEES.

[Does not answer at first. Presently he says.} No, I

cannot grasp it. It seems so utterly impossible.

ASTA.

[Laying her /umd compassionately on his arm] Poor

Alfred !
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ALLMERS.

[Gazing at her.] Is it really true then, Asta ? Or

have I gone mad ? Or am I only dreaming ? Oh, if

it were only a dream ! Just think, if I were to waken

now !

ASTA.

Oh, if I could only waken you !

ALLMERS.

[Looking* out over the water.] How pitiless the fiord

looks to-day, lying so heavy and drowsy leaden-grey

with splashes of yellow and reflecting the rain-

clouds.

ASTA.

[Imploringly.] Oh, Alfred, don't sit staring out

over the fiord !

ALLMERS.

[Not heeding her.] Over the surface, yes. But in

the depths there sweeps the rushing undertow

ASTA.

[In terror.] Oh, for God's sake don't think of the

depths !
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ALLMEKS.

[Looking gently at her.] I suppose you think he's

lying close outside here ? But he isn't, Asta. You

musn't think that. You must remember how fiercely

the current sweeps out here straight to the open

sea.

ASTA.

[Throws herselfforward against the table, and, sob-

bing, buries her face in her hands.] Oh, God ! Oh,

God!

ALLMERS.

[Heavily.] So you see, little Eyolf has passed so far

far away from us now.

ASTA.

[Looks imploringly up at him] Oh, Alfred, don't

say such things !

ALLMERS.

Why, you can reckon it out for yourself you that

are so clever. In eight-and-twenty hours nine-and

twenty hours Let me see ! Let me see !

ASTA.

[Shrieking and stopping he)' ears] Alfred !
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[Clenching his handfirmly upon the table.] Can you
conceive the meaning of a thing like this ?

ASTA.

[Looks at him.] Of what ?

ALLMERS.

Of this that has been done to Rita and me.

ASTA.

The meaning of it ?

ALLMERS.

[Impatiently.] Yes, the meaning, I say. For, after

all, there must be a meaning in it. Life, existence

destiny, cannot be so utterly meaningless.

ASTA.

Oh, who can say anything with certainty about

these things, my dear Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

[Laughs bitterly.] No, no; I believe you're right

there. Perhaps the whole thing goes simply by hap-
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hazard taking its own course, like a drifting wreck

without a rudder. I daresay that's how it is. At

least, it seems very like it.

ASTA.

[Thoughtfully.] What if it only seems ?

ALLMERS.

[ Vehemently.] Ah ? Perhaps you can unravel the

mystery for me ? I certainly can't. [More gently.]

Here is Eyolf, just entering upon conscious life : full

of such infinite possibilities splendid possibilities

perhaps : he would have filled my life with pride and

gladness. And then a crazy old woman has only to

come this way and show a cur in a bag

ASTA.

But we don't in the least know how it really hap-

pened.

ALLMERS.

Yes, we do. The boys saw her row out over the

fiord. They saw Eyolf standing alone at the very

end of the pier. They saw him gazing after her and

then he seemed to turn giddy. [Quivering.] And
that was how he fell over and disappeared.
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ASTA.

Yes, yes. But all the same

ALLMERS.

She has drawn him down into the depths that you

may be sure of, dear.

ASTA.

But, Alfred, why should she ?

ALLMERS.

Yes, that is just the question ! Why should she ?

There's no retribution behind it all no atonement, I

mean. Eyolf never did her any harm. He never

called names after her
;
he never threw stones at her

dog. Why, he had never set eyes either on her or

her dog till yesterday. So there's no retribution
;
the

whole thing is utterly groundless and meaningless,

Asta. And yet the order of the world requires it.

ASTA.

Have you spoken to Rita of these things ?

ALLMERS.

[Shakes his head.] I feel as if I can talk better to
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you about them. [Draioing a deep breath.] And about

everything else as well.

[AsTA takes sewing-materials and a little paper

parcel out of her pocket. ALLMERS sits

looking on absently.

ALLMERS.

What have you got there, Asta ?

ASTA.

[Taking his hat.] Some black crape.

ALLMERS.

Oh, what's the use of that ?

ASTA.

Rita asked me to put it on. May I ?

ALLMERS.

Oh, yes ;
as far as I'm concerned [She sews

the crape on his hat.]

ALLMERS.

[Sitting and looking at her.] Where is Rita ?

ASTA.

She's walking about the garden a little, I think.

Borgheim is with her.
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ALLMERS.

[Slightly surprised.] Indeed ! Is Borgheim out

here to-day again ?

ASTA.

Yes. He came out by the mid-day train.

ALLMERS.

I didn't expect that.

ASTA.

[Sewing.] He was so fond of Eyolf.

ALLMERS.

Borgheim is a faithful soul, Asia.

ASTA.

[With quiet wcvrmth.] Yes, faithful he is, indeed.

That's certain.

ALLMEKS.

[Fixing his eyes upon her.] You're really fond of

him.

ASTA.

Yes, I am.

ALLMERS.

And yet you can't make up your mind to ?
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ASTA.

[Interrupting.] Oh, my dear Alfred, don't talk of

that!

ALLMEBS.

Yes, yes ;
tell me why you can't ?

ASTA.

Oh, no ! Please ! You really mustn't ask me.

You see, its so painful for me. There now ! The hat

is done.

ALLMERS.

Thank you.

ASTA.

And now for the left arm.

ALLMEBS.

Am I to have crape on it too 1

ASTA.

Yes, that's the custom.

ALLMEBS.

Well as you please.

[She inoves dose up to him and begins to sew.

F
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ASTA.

Keep your arm still then I won't prick you.

ALLMERS.

[With a half-smile^ This is like the old days.

ASTA.

Yes, don't you think so ?

ALLMERS.

When you were a little girl you used to sit just

like this, mending my clothes. The first thing you

ever sewed for me that was black crape, too.

ASTA.

Was it?

ALLMERS.

Round my student's cap at the time of father's

death.

ASTA.

Could I sew then ? Fancy, I've forgotten it.

ALLMERS.

Oh, you were such a little thing then.
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ASTA.

Yes, I was little then.

ALLMERS.

And then, two years afterwards when we lost

your mother then again you sewed a big crape band

on my sleeve.

ASTA.

I thought it was the right thing to do.

ALLMERS.

[Patting her hand.] Yes, yes, it was the right

thing to do, Asta. And then when we were left alone

in the world, we two . Are you done already ?

ASTA.

Yes. [Putting together her seiving-materials.] It

was really a beautiful time for us, Alfred. We two

alone.

ALLMERS.

Yes, it was though we had to toil so hard.

ASTA.

You toiled.
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ALLMERS.

[With more life.] Oh, you toiled too, in your way, I

can assure you [smiling] my dear, faithful Eyolf .

ASTA.

Oh you mustn't remind me of that stupid non-

sense about the name.

ALLMERS.

Well, if you'd been a boy, you would have been

called Eyolf.

ASTA.

Yes, if! But when you began to goto college .

[Smiling involuntarily,] I wonder how you could be

so childish.

ALLMERS.

Was it I that was childish ?

ASTA.

Yes, indeed, I think it was, as I look back upon it

all. You were ashamed of having no brother only a

sister.

ALLMERS.

No, no, it was you, dear you were ashamed.
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ASTA.

Oh yes, I too, perhaps a little. And somehow or

other I was sorry for you

ALLMERS.

Yes, I believe you were. And then you hunted up
some of my old boy's clothes

ASTA.

Your fine Sunday clothes yes. Do you remember

the blue blouse and knickerbockers ?

ALLMERS.

[His eyes dwelling upon her.] I remember so well

how you looked when you used to wear them.

ASTA.

Only when we were at home, alone, though.

ALLMERS.

And how serious we were, dear, and how mightily

pleased with ourselves. I always called you Eyolf.

ASTA.

Oh, Alfred, I hope you've never told Rita this ?
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ALLMERS.

Yes, I believe I did once tell her.

ASTA.

Oh, Alfred, how could you do that ?

ALLMERS.

Well, you see one tells one's wife everything

very nearly.

ASTA.

Yes, I suppose one does.

ALLMEBS.

[As if awakening, clutches at hisforehead and starts

up.] Oh, how can I sit here and

ASTA.

[Rising, looks sorrmvfully at him.] What is the

matter ?

ALLMERS.

He had almost passed away from me. He had

passed quite away.

ASTA.

Eyolf !
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ALLMEES.

Here I sat, living in these recollections and he

had no part in them.

ASTA.

Yes, Alfred little Eyolf was behind it all.

ALLMEKS.

No, he was not. He slipped out of my memory
out of my thoughts. I didn't see him for a moment

as we sat here talking. I utterly forgot him all that

time.

ASTA,

But surely you must take some rest in your
sorrow.

ALLMERS.

No, no, no ; that's just what I won't do! I mustn't

I have no right and no heart for it, either.

[Going in great excitement towards the right.} All my
thoughts must be out there, where he lies drifting in

the depths !

ASTA.

[Following him and holding him back.] Alfred

Alfred ! Don't go to the fiord !
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ALLMEKS.

I must go out to him ! Let me go, Asta ! I will

take the boat.

ASTA.

[In terror.] Don't go to the fiord, I say !

ALLHERS.

[Yielding.] No, no I won't. Only let me alone.

ASTA.

[Leading him back to the table.
J
You must rest from

your thoughts, Alfred. Come here and sit down.

ALLMERS.

[Making as if to seat himself on the bench] Well,

well as you please.

ASTA.

No, I won't let you sit there.

ALLHERS.

Yes, let me.

ASTA.

No, don't. For then you'll only sit looking out

[Forces him down upon a chair, with his back to the
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right.] There now. Now that's right. [Seats her-

self upon the bench.] And now we can talk a little

again.

ALLMERS.

[Drawing a deep breath audibly.] It was good to

deaden the sorrow and heartache for a moment

ASTA.

You must do so, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

But don't you think it's terribly weak and unfeel-

ing of me to be able to do so ?

ASTA.

Oh, no I'm sure it's impossible to keep circling

for ever round one fixed thought.

ALLMERS.

Yes, for me it's impossible. Before you came to

me, here I sat, torturing myself unspeakably with

this crushing, gnawing sorrow

ASTA

Yes?
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ALLMEBS.

And would you believe it, Asta ? Hm

ASTA.

Well?

ALLMERS.

In thejnidst of all the agony, I found myself specu-

lating what we should have for dinner to-day.

ASTA.

[Soothingly.] Well, well, if only it rests you to

ALLMERS.

Yes, just fancy, dear it seemed as if it did give me
rest. [Holds out his hand to her across the table.] How

good it is, Asta, that I have you with me. I'm so

glad of that. Glad, glad even in my sorrow.

ASTA.

[Looking earnestly at him.] You ought most of all

to be glad that you have Rita.

AT.T.MTCRH,

Yes, of course I should. But Rita is no kin to me
it isn't like having a sister.
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ASTA.

[Eagerly.] Do you say that, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

Yes, our family is a thing apart. [Half-jestingly.]

We've always had vowels for our initials. Don't you

remember how often we used to speak of that ?

And all our relations all equally poor. And we

have all the same colour of eyes.

ASTA.

Do you think I have ?

ALLMERS.

No, you take entirely after your mother. You're

not in the least like the rest of us not even like

father. But all the same

ASTA.

All the same ?

ALLMERS.

Well, I believe that living together has, as it were,

stamped us in each other's image mentally, I mean.

ASTA.

[With warm emotion.] Oh, you must never say that,
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Alfred. It's only I that have taken my stamp from

you ; and it's to you that I owe everything every

good thing in the world.

ALLMEBS.

[Shaking his head.] You owe me nothing, Asta.

On the contrary

ASTA.

I owe you everything ! You must never doubt that.

No sacrifice has been too great for you

ALLMEBS.

[Interrupting.] Oh, nonsense sacrifice ! Don't talk

of such a thing. I have only loved you, Asta, ever

since you were a little child. [After a short paitse.]

And then it always seemed to me that I had so much

injustice to make up to you for.

ASTA.

[Astonished.] Injustice ? You ?

ALLMEBS.

Not precisely on my own account. But

ASTA.

\Eagerty.] But ?
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ALLMERS.

On father's.

ASTA.

[Halfrisingfrom the bench.] On father's! [Sitting

down again.] What do you mean by that, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

Father was never really kind to you.

ASTA.

[Vehemently.] Oh, don't say that !

ALLMERS.

Yes, it's true. He didn't love you not as he

ought to have.

ASTA.

[Evasively.] No, perhaps not as he loved you.

That was only natural.

ALLMERS.

[Continuing.] And he was often hard to your

mother, too at least in the last years.

ASTA.

[Softly] Mother was so much, much younger than

he remember that
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ALLMERS.

Do you think they were not quite suited to each

other ?

ASTA.

Perhaps not.

ALLMERS.

Yes, but still . Father, who in other ways was

so gentle and warm-hearted so kindly towards

every one

ASTA.

[QuietlyJ\ Mother, too, was not always as she ought

to have been.

ALLMERS.

Your mother wasn't !

ASTA.

Perhaps not always.

ALLMERS.

Towards father, do you mean ?

ASTA.

Yes.

ALLMERS.

I never noticed that.
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ASTA.

[Struggling with her tears, rises.] Oh, my dear Alfred

let them rest those who are gone.

[She goes towards the right.

ALLMERS.

[Rising.'] Yes, let them rest. [Wringing his hands.]

But those who are gone it's they that won't let us

rest, Asta. Neither day nor night.

ASTA.

[Looks warmly at him.] Time will make it all seem

easier, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

[Looking helplessly at her.] Yes, don't you think it

will ? But how I am to get over these terrible first

days [Hoarsely.] that's what I can't imagine.

ASTA.

[Imploringly, laying her hands on his shoulders.] Go

up to Rita. Oh, please do

ALLMERS.

[ Vehemently, withdrawingfrom her.] No, no, no

don't talk to me of that ! I cannot, I tell you. [More

calmly.] Let me remain here, with you.
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ASTA.

Well, I won't leave you.

ALLMERS.

[Seizing her hand and holding it fast] Thank you
for that ! [Looks out for a time over thefiord] Where

is my little Eyolf now ? [Smiling sadly to her] Can

you tell me that my big, wise Eyolf ? [Shaking his

head.] No one in all the world can tell me that. I

know only this one terrible thing that he is gone
from me.

ASTA.

[Looking up to the left, and withdrawing her hand]
Here they are coming.

[Mrs. ALLMERS and Engineer BORGHEIM come

down by the wood-path, she leading the

way. She wears a dark dress and a black

veil over her head. He has an umbrella

under his arm.

ALLMERS.

[Going to meet her] How is it with you, Kita ?

RITA.

[Passing him] Oh, don't ask.
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ALLMERS.

Why do you come here ?

RITA.

Only to look for you. What are you doing ?

ALLMERS.

Nothing. Asta came down to me.

RITA.

Yes, but before Asta came ? You've been away
from me all the morning.

ALLMERS.

I've been sitting here looking out over the water.

RITA.

Ugh, how can you ?

ALLMERS.

[Impatiently.} I like best to be alone now.

RITA.

[Moving restlessly about.} And then to sit still !

To stay in one place !

G
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ALLMERS.

I have nothing in the world to move for.

RITA.

I can't bear to be anywhere long. Least of all here

with the fiord at my very feet.

ALLMERS.

It's just the nearness of the fiord

RITA.

[To BORGHEIM.] Don't you think he should come

back with the rest of us ?

BORGHEIM.

[To ALLMERS.] I believe it would be better for

you.

ALLMERS.

No, no ; let me stay where I am.

RITA.

Then I'll stay with you, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

Very well ;
do so, then. You remain too, Asta.
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ASTA.

[Whispers to BOEGHEIM.] Let us leave them alone !

BORGHEIM.

[With a glance of comprehension.] Miss Allmers,

shall we go a little further along the shore ? For

the very last time ?

ASTA.

Taking her umbrella.] Yes, come. Let us go a

little further.

[ASTA and BORGHEIM go out together behind

the boat-shed ALLMERS wanders about for

a little. Then he seats himself on a stone

under the trees on the left.

RITA.

[Comes up and stands before him, her hands folded

and hanging down.] Can you think the thought,

Alfred that we have lost Eyolf ?

ALLMERS.

[Looking sadly at the ground.] We must accustom

ourselves to think it.
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RITA.

I cannot. I cannot. And then that horrible sight

that will haunt me all my life long.

ALLMERS.

[Looking up.] What sight? What have you

seen ?

ElTA.

I've seen nothing myself. I've only heard it told.

Oh !

ALLMERS.

You may as well tell me at once.

RITA.

I got Borgheim to go down with me to the

pier

ALLMERS.

What did you want there ?

RITA.

To question the boys as to how it happened.

ALLMERS.

But we know that.
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RITA.

We got to know more.

ALLMEES.

Well?

ElTA.

It isn't true that he disappeared all at once.

ALLMERS.

Do they say that now ?

RITA.

Yes. They say they saw him lying down on the

bottom. Deep down in the clear water.

ALLMERS.

[Grinding his teeth.]
And they didn't save him !

RITA.

I suppose they couldn't.

ALLMERS.

They could swim every one of them. Did they

tell you how he was lying whilst they could see him ?
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RITA.

Yes. They said lie was lying on his back. And

with great, open eyes.

ALLMEKS.

Open eyes. But quite still ?

RITA.

Yes, quite still. And then something came and

swept him away. They called it the undertow.

ALLMERS.

[Nodding slowly.] So that was the last they saw of

him.

RITA.

[Suffocated with tears.] Yes.

ALLMERS.

[In a dull voice.] And never never will any one see

him again.

RITA.

[Wailing.] I shall see him day and night, as he lay

down there.

ALLMERS.

With great, open eyes.
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KlTA.

[Shuddering.] Yes, with great, open eyes. I see

them ! I see them now !

ALLMERS.

[Rises slowly and looks with quiet menace at her.]

Were they evil, those eyes, Rita ?

RITA.

[Turning pale.] Evil !

ALLMERS.

[Going close up to her.] Were they evil eyes that

stared up ? Up from the depths ?

RITA.

[Shrinkingfrom him.] Alfred !

ALLMERS

[Following her.] Answer me ! Were they a child's

evil eyes ?

RITA.

[Shrieks.] Alfred! Alfred!

ALLMERS.

Now things have come about just as you wished,

Rita.
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RITA.

I ! What did /wish ?

ALLMEBS.

That Eyolf was not here.

RITA.

Never for a moment have I wished that ! That

Eyolf should not stand between us that was what

I wished.

ALLMEBS.

Well, well he does not stand between us any more.

RITA.

[Softly, gazing straight before her.] Perhaps now

more than ever. [With a sudden shudder.
,] Oh, that

horrible sight !

ALLMEBS.

[-ZTocto.]
The child's evil eyes.

RITA.

[In dread, recoiling from him.] Let me be, Alfred !

I'm afraid of you ! I've never seen you like this

before.
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ALLMERS.

[Looks harshly and coldly at her.] Sorrow makes us

wicked and hateful.

RITA.

[Terrified, and yet defiant^ That is what I feel,

too.

[ALLMERS goes towards the right and looks out

over the fiord. RITA seats herself at the

table. A short pause.

ALLMERS.

[Turning his head towards her.] You never really

and truly loved him never !

RITA.

[TPi^A cold self-control] Eyolf would never let me
take him really and truly to my heart.

ALLMERS.

Because you did not want to.

RITA.

Oh yes, I did. I did want to. But some one stood

in the way even from the first.
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ALLMERS

[Turning right round.] Do you mean that 7 stood

in the way ?

RITA.

Oh, no not at first.

ALLMERS.

[Coming nearer her.~\ Who, then ?

RITA

His aunt.

ALLMERS.

Asta?

RITA.

Yes. Asta stood and barred the way for me.

ALLMERS.

Can you say that, Rita ?

RITA.

Yes. Asta she took him to her heart from the

moment that happened that miserable fall.

ALLMERS.

If she did so, she did it in love.
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RITA.

[Vehemently.] That's just it ! I cannot endure to

share anything with any one ! Not in love !

ALLMERS.

We two should have shared him between us in

love.

RITA.

'[Looking scornfully at him.] We ? Oh, the truth is

you've never had any real love for him either.

ALLMERS.

[Looks at her in astonishment.] I haven't !

RITA.

No, you haven't. At first you were so utterly

taken up by that book of yours about Responsi-

bility.

ALLMERS.

[Forcibly.] Yes, I was. But my very book I

sacrificed for Eyolf 's sake.

RITA.

Not out of love for him.
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ALLMEBS.

Why then, do you suppose ?

EITA.

Because you were consumed with mistrust of your-

self. Because you had begun to doubt whether you
had any great vocation to live for in the world.

ALLMEBS.

[Observing her closely.} Could you see that in me ?

RITA.

Oh, yes little by little. And then you needed

something new to fill up your life. It seems /wasn't

enough for you any longer.

ALLMEBS.

That is the law of change, Rita.

RITA.

And that was why you wanted to make a prodigy

of poor little Eyolf .

ALLMEBS.

That was not what I wanted. I wanted to make

a happy human being of him. That, and nothing

more.
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ElTA.

But not out of love for him. Look into yourself !

[JFt^A a certain shyness of expression.] Search out all

that lies under and behind your action.

ALLMERS.

[Avoiding her eyes.] There is something you shrink

from saying.

RITA.

And you too.

ALLMERS.

[Looks thoughtfully at her.] If it is as you say, then

we two have never really possessed our own child.

RITA.

No. Not in perfect love.

ALLMERS.

And yet we are sorrowing so bitterly for him.

RITA.

[With sarcasm] Yes, isn't it curious that we should

grieve like this over a little stranger boy ?

ALLMERS.

[With an outburst.] Oh, don't call him a stranger !
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RITA.

[/Sadly shaking her head.] We never won the boy,

Alfred. Not I nor you either.

ALLMERS.

[Wringing his hands.] And now it's too late ! Too

late!

RITA.

And no consolation anywhere in anything.

ALLMERS.

[With sudden passion.] You are the guilty one in

this!

RITA.

[Rising.] I !

ALLMERS.

Yes, you ! It was your fault that he became

what he was ! It was your fault that he couldn't

save himself when he fell into the water.

RITA.

[With a gesture of repulsion.] Alfred you shall not

throw the blame upon me !

ALLMERS.

[More and more beside himself.] Yes, yes, I do ! It
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was you that left the helpless child unwatched upon
the table.

RITA.

He was lying so comfortably among the cushions,

and sleeping so soundly. And you had promised to

look after him.

ALLMERS.

Yes, I had. [Lowering his voice.] But then you
came you, you, you and lured me to you.

RITA.

[Looking defiantly at him.] Oh, better own at once

that you forgot the child and everything else.

ALLMERS.

[In suppressed desperation.] Yes, that is true.

[Lower] I forgot the child in your arms !

RITA.

[Exasperated] Alfred ! Alfred this is intolerable

of you !

ALLMERS.

[In a low voice, clenching his fists before her face.] In

that hour you condemned little Eyolf to death.
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KlTA.

[Wildly.] You, too ! You, too if it is as you say !

ALLMERS.

Oh yes call me to account, too if you will. We
have sinned, both of us. And so, after all, there was

retribution in Eyolf's death.

RITA.

Retribution ?

ALLMERS.

[With more self-control.] Yes. Judgment upon you

and me. Now, as we stand here, we have our deserts.

While he lived, we let ourselves shrink away from

him in secret, abject remorse. We could not bear to

see it the thing he had to drag with him

RITA.

[Whispers.] The crutch.

ALLMERS.

Yes, that. And now, what we now call sorrow

and heartache is really the gnawing of conscience,

Rita. Nothing else.
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RITA.

[Gazing helplessly at him.] I feel as if all this must

end in despair in madness for both of us. For we

can never never make it good again.

ALLMERS.

[Passing into a calmer mood.] I dreamed about

Eyolf last night. I thought I saw him coming up
from the pier. He could run like other boys. So

nothing had happened to him neither the one thing

nor the other. And the torturing reality was nothing

but a dream, I thought. Oh, how I thanked and

blessed [Checking himself.] Hm !

RITA.

[Looking at him.] Whom ?

ALLMERS.

[Evasively.] Whom ?

RITA.

Yes ;
whom did you thank and bless ?

ALLMERS.

[Putting aside the question.] I was only dreaming,

you know
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RITA.

One whom you yourself do not believe in ?

ALLMEKS.

That was how I felt, all the same. Of course, I

was sleeping

RITA.

[Reproachfully.] You shouldn't have taught me to

doubt, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

Would it have been right of me to let you go

through life with your mind full of empty fictions ?

RITA.

It would have been better for me ;
for then I should

have had something to take refuge in. Now I am

utterly at sea.

ALLMEKS.

[Observing her closely.] If you had the choice

now . If you could follow Eyolf to where he

is ?

RITA.

Yes? What then?
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ALLMERS.

If you were fully assured that you would find him

again know Mm understand him ?

RITA.

Yes, yes ;
what then ?

ALLMERS.

Would you, of your own free will, take the leap over

to him ? Of your own free will leave everything

behind you ? Renounce your whole earthly life ?

Would you, Rita ?

RITA.

[Softly.] Now, at once ?

ALLMERS.

Yes
; to-day. This very hour. Answer me

would you ?

RITA.

[Hesitating.] Oh, I don't know, Alfred, No ! I

think I should have to stay here with you, a little

while.

ALLMERS.

For my sake ?
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RITA.

Yes, only for your sake.

ALLMERS.

But afterwards ? Would you then ? Answer !

RITA.

Oh, what can I answer ? I could not go away from

you. Never ! Never !

ALLMERS.

But suppose now / went to Eyolf ? And you had

the fullest assurance that you would meet both him

and me there. Then would you come over to us ?

RITA.

I should want to so much ! so much ! But

ALLMERS.

Well?

RITA.

[Moaning softly,,] I could not I feel it. No, no,

I never could i Not for all the glory of heaven !

ALLMERS.

Nor I.
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RITA.

No, you feel it so, too, don't you, Alfred ! You

couldn't either, could you ?

ALLMERS.

No. For it's here, in the life of earth, that we

living beings are at home.

RITA.

Yes, here lies the kind of happiness that we can

understand.

ALLMERS.

[Darkly.] Oh, happiness happiness-

RITA.

You mean that happiness that we can never find

it again ? [Looks inquiringly at him.] But if ?

[Vehemently.] No, no; I dare not say it! Nor even

think it !

ALLMERS.

Yes, say it say it, Rita ,

RITA.

[Hesitatingly.'] Could we not try to ? Would

it not be possible to forget him ?
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ALLMBES.

Forget Eyolf ?

RITA.

Forget the anguish and remorse, I mean.

ALLMEES.

Can you wish it ?

RITA.

Yes, if it were possible. [With cm outburst.] For

this I can't bear this for ever ! Oh, can't we think

of something that will bring us forgetfulness !

ALLMERS.

[Shakes his head.] What could that be ?

RITA.

Could we not see what travelling would do far

away from here ?

ALLMEES.

From home ? When you know you're never really

well anywhere but here.

RITA,

Well, then, let us have crowds of people about us !
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Keep open house ! Plunge into something that can

deaden and dull our thoughts.

ALLMERS.

Such a life would be impossible for me. No,

rather than that, I would try to take up my work

again.

RITA.

\BitinglyJ\
Your work the work that has always

stood like a dead wall between us !

ALLMERS.

[Slowly, looking fixedly at her.] There must always

be a dead wall between us two, from this time forth.

RITA.

Why must there ?

ALLMERS.

Who knows but that a child's great, open eyes are

watching us day and night.

RITA.

[Softly, shuddering.] Alfred how terrible to think

of!
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ALLMERS.

Our love has been like a consuming fire. Now it

must be quenched
RITA.

[With a movement towards him.} Quenched !

ALLMERS.

[Hardly.] It is quenched in one of us.

RITA.

[As ifpetrified.] And you dare say that to me !

ALLMERS.

[More gently.] It is dead, Rita. But in what I

now feel for you in our common guilt and need of

atonement I seem to foresee a sort of resurrec-

tion

RITA.

[Vehemently.] I don't care a bit about any resur-

rection !

ALLMERS.

Rita!

RITA.

I am a warm-blooded being ! I don't go drowsing

about with fishes' blood in my veins. [Wringing
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her hands.] And now to be imprisoned for life in

anguish and remorse ! Imprisoned with one who is

no longer mine, mine, mine

ALLMERS.

It must have ended so, sometime, Rita.

RITA.

Must have ended so ! The love that in the

beginning rushed forth so eagerly to meet with love !

ALLMERS.

My love did not rush forth to you in the beginning.

RITA.

What did you feel for me, first of all ?

ALLMERS.

Dread.

RITA.

That I can understand. How was it, then, that I

won you after all I.

ALLMERS.

\In a low voice.] You were so entrancingly beautiful,

Rita.
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RITA.

[Looks searchingly at him.] Then that was the only

reason ? Say it, Alfred ! The only reason ?

ALLMERS.

[Conquering himself.] No, there was another as well.

RITA.

[IF&A an outburst.] I can guess what that was ! It

was " my gold, and my green forests," as you call it.

Was it not so, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.
Yes.

RITA.

[Looks at him with deep reproach.] How could you
how could you !

ALLMERS.

I had Asta to think of.

RITA.

[Angrily.] Yes, Asta. ! [.Bitterly.] Then it was

really Asta that brought us two together ?

ALLMERS.

She knew nothing about it. She has no suspicion

of it, even to this day.
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RITA.

[Rejecting the plea.} It was Asta, nevertheless !

[Smiling, with a sidelong glance of scornj\ Or, no it

was little Eyolf . Little Eyolf , my dear !

ALLMERS.

Eyolf ?

RITA.

Yes, you used to call her Eyolf, didn't you?
I seem to remember your telling me so once, in

a moment of confidence. [Coming up to him.'] Do

you remember it that entrancingly beautiful hour,

Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

[Recoiling, as if in horror.
~\

I remember nothing !

I will not remember !

RITA.

[Following Mm.] It was in that hour when your
other little Eyolf was crippled for life !

ALLMERS.

[In a hollow voice, supporting himself against the

table.] Retribution !
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RITA.

[Menacingly.'] Yes, retribution !

[AsTA and BOKGHEIM return by way of the

boat-shed. She is carrying some water-

lilies in her hand.

RITA.

[With self-control.] Well, Asta, have you and Mr.

Borgheim talked things thoroughly over ?

ASTA.

Oh, yes pretty well.

[She puts down her umbrella and lays the

flowers upon a chair.

BORGHEIM.

Miss Allmers has been very silent during our

walk.

RITA.

Indeed, has she ? Well, Alfred and I have talked

things out thoroughly enough

ASTA.

[Looking eagerly at both of them.] What is this ?

RITA.

Enough to last all our lifetime, I say. [Breaking
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off".]
Come now, let us go up to the house, all four of

us. We must have company about us in future. It

will never do for Alfred and me to be alone.

ALLMERS.

Yes, do you go ahead, you two. [Turning.] I must

speak a word to you before we go, Asta.

RITA.

[Looking at him.] Indeed ? Well then, you come

with me, Mr. Borgheim.

[RITA and BORGHEIM go up the wood-path.

ASTA.

[Anxiously.] Alfred, what is the matter ?

ALLMERS.

[Darkly.] Only that I cannot endure to be here any

more.
ASTA.

Here ! With Rita, do you mean ?

ALLMERS.

Yes. Rita and I cannot go on living together.

ASTA.

[Seizes his arm and shakes it.] Oh, Alfred don't

say anything so terrible !
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ALLMERS.

It's the truth I am telling you. We are making
each other wicked and hateful.

ASIA.

[
With painful emotion.] I had never never dreamt

of anything like this !

ALLMERS.

I didn't realise it either, till to-day.

ASTA.

And now you want to ! What is it you really

want, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

I want to get away from everything here far, far

away from it all.

ASTA.

And to stand quite alone in the world ?

ALLMERS.

[Nods.] As I used to, before, yes.

ASTA.

But you're not fitted for living alone !
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ALLMERS.

Oh, yes. I was so in the old days, at any rate.

ASTA.

In the old days, yes ;
for then you had me with

you.

ALLMERS.

[Trying to take Tier futnd.] Yes. And it's to you,

Asta, that I now want to come home again.

ASTA.

[Eluding him.'] To me ! No, no, Alfred ! That is

quite impossible.

ALLMERS.

[Looks sadly at her.~\
Then Borgheim stands in the

way after all ?

ASTA.

[Earnestly.] No, no
;
he does not ! That's quite a

mistake !

ALLMERS.

Good. Then I will come to you my dear, dear

sister. I must come to you again home to you, to

be purified and ennobled after my life with
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ASTA.

[Shocked.] Alfred, you are doing Rita a great

wrong !

ALLMERS.

I have done her a great wrong. But not in this.

Oh, think of it, Asta think of our life together, yours

and mine. Was it not like one long holy-day from

first to last ?

ASTA.

Yes, it was, Alfred. But we can never live it

over again.
ALLMERS.

[Bitterly.] Do you mean that marriage has so irre-

parably ruined me ?

ASTA.

[Quietly.] No, that is not what I mean.

ALLMERS.

Well, then we two will live our old life over again.

ASTA.

[With decision.] We cannot, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

Yes, we can. For the love of a brother and

sister
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ASTA.

[Eagerly.] What of it ?

ALLMERS.

That is the only relation in life that is not subject

to the law of change.

ASTA.

[Softly and tremblingly.] But if that relation were

not

ALLMERS.

Not ?

ASTA.

not our relation ?

ALLMERS.

[/Stares at her in astonishment] Not ours ? Why,
what can you mean by that ?

ASTA.

It is best I should tell you at once, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

Yes, yes ;
tell me !

ASTA.

The letters to mother . Those in my port-

folio
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ALLMERS.

Well?

ASTA.

You must read them when I am gone.

ALLMERS.

Why must I?

ASTA.

[Struggling with herself.] For then you will see

that

ALLMERS.

Well?

ASTA.

that I have no right to bear your father's name.

ALLMEBS.

[Staggering backwards.] Asta ! What is this you

say!

ASTA.

Read the letters. Then you will see and under-

stand. And perhaps have some forgiveness for

mother, too.

ALLMERS.

[Clutching at his forehead.] I cannot grasp this I

cannot realise the thought. You, Asta you are

not
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ASTA.

You are not my brother, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

[Quickly, half defiantly, looking at her.] Well, but

what difference does that really make in our relation ?

Practically none at all.

ASTA.

[Shaking her head.] It makes all the difference,

Alfred. Our relation is not that of brother and

sister.

ALLMERS.

No, no. But it is none the less sacred for that it

will always be equally sacred.

ASTA.

Don't forget that it is subject to the law of change,

as you said just now.

ALLMERS.

[Looks inquiringly at her.] Do you mean that

ASTA.

[Quietly, but with warm emotion.] Not a word more
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my dear, dear Alfred. [Takes up the flowers from

the chair.] Do you see these water-lilies ?

ALLMERS.

[Nodding slowly,] They are the sort that shoot up
from the very depth.

ASTA.

I pulled them in the tarn where it flows out into

the fiord. [Holds them out to him.] Will you take

them, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

[Taking them.] Thanks.

ASTA.

[With tears in her eyes] They are a last greeting

to you, from from little Eyolf.

ALLMERS.

[Looking at her.] From Eyolf out yonder ? Or from

you?
ASTA.

[Softly.] From both of us. [Taking up her umbrella.]

Now come with me to Rita.

[She goes up the wood-path.
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ALLMERS.

[Takes up his hat from the table, and whispers

sadly.} Asta. Eyolt'. Little Eyolf !

[He follows her up the path.



THE THIRD ACT

An elevation, overgrown with shrubs, in ALLMEBS'S gar-

den. At the back a sheer cliff, with a railing along

its edge, and with steps on the left leading down-

wards. An extensive view over the fiord, which

lies deep below. A flagstaff with lines, but noflag,

stands by the railing. In front, on the right, a

summer-house, covered with creepers and wild vines.

Outside it, a bench. It is a late summer evening,

with clear sky. Deepening twilight.

ASTA is sitting on the bench, with her hands in her lap.

She is wearing her outdoor dress and a hat, has

her parasol at her side, and a little travelling-bay

on a strap over her shoulder.

BORGHEIM comes up from the back on the left. He,

too, has a travelling-bag over his shoulder. He is

carrying a roUed-upflag.

BORGHEIM.

[Catching sight o/"AsTA.] Oh, so you're up here !
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ASTA.

Yes, I'm taking my last look out over the fiord.

BOEGHEIM.

Then I'm glad I happened to come up.

ASTA.

Have you been searching for me ?

BOEGHEIM.

Yes, I have. I wanted to say good-bye to you

for the present. Not for good and all, I hope.

ASTA.

[With a faint smile.] You are persevering.

BORGHEIM.

A road-maker has got to be.

ASTA.

Have you seen anything of Alfred ? Or of Rita ?

BOEGHEIM.

Yes, I saw them both.
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ASTA.

Together ?

BOEGHEIM.

No apart.

ASTA.

What are you going to do with that flag ?

BORGHEIM.

Mrs. Allmers asked me to come up and hoist it.

ASTA.

Hoist a flag just now ?

BOBGHEIM.

Half-mast high. She wants it to fly both night

and day, she says.

ASTA.

[Sighing.] Poor Rita ! And poor Alfred !

BOBGHEIM.

[Busied with theflag.~\ Have you the heart to leave

them ? I ask, because I see you are in travelling-

dress.

ASTA.

[In a low voice.] I mtost go.
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BORGHEIM.

Well, if you must, then

ASTA.

And you are going, too, to-night ?

BORGHEIM.

I must, too. I am going by the train. Are you

going that way ?

ASTA.

No. I shall take the steamer.

BORGHEIM.

[Glancing at herJ\ We each take our own way,

then ?

ASTA.

Yes.

[She sits and looks on while he hoists the flag

half-mast high. When he has done he goes

up to Jter.

BORGHEIM.

Miss Asta you can't think how grieved I am
about little Eyolf.
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ASTA.

[Looks up at him.] Yes, I'm sure you feel it

deeply.

BOEGHEIM.

And the feeling tortures me. For the fact is, grief

is not much in my way.

ASTA.

[Raising her eyes to theflag.] It will pass over in

time all of it. All our sorrow.

BOBGHEIM.

All ? Do you believe that ?

ASTA.

Like a squall at sea. When once you've got far

away from here, then

BORGHEIM.

It will have to be very far away indeed.

ASTA.

And then you have this great new road-work, too.

BOBGHEIM.

But no one to help me in it.
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ASTA.

Oh yes, surely you have.

BORGHEIM.

[Shaking his head^\ No one. No one to share the

gladness with. For it's gladness that most needs

sharing.

ASTA.

Not the labour and trouble ?

BORGHEIM.

Pooh that sort of thing one can always get

through alone.

ASTA.

But the gladness that must be shared with some

one, you think ?

BORGHEIM.

Yes
;
for if not, where would be the pleasure in

being glad ?

ASTA.

Ah yes perhaps there's something in that.

BORGHEIM.

Oh, of course, for a certain time you can go on
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feeling glad in your own heart. But it won't do in

the long run. No, it takes two to be glad.

ASTA.

Always two ? Never more ? Never many ?

BORGHEIM.

Well, you see then it becomes a quite different

matter. Miss Asta are you sure you can never

make up your mind to share gladness and success and

and labour and trouble, with one with one alone

in all the world ?

ASTA.

I have tried it once.

BORGHEIM.

Have you ?

ASTA.

Yes, all the time that my brother that Alfred and

I lived together.

BORGHEIM.

Oh, with your brother, yes. But that's altogether

different. That ought rather to be called peace than

happiness, I should say.

ASTA.

It was delightful, all the same.
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BORGHEIM.

There now you see even that seemed to you

delightful. But just think now if he hadn't been

your brother !

ASTA.

[Makes a movement to rise, but remains sitting.]

Then we would never have been together. For I was

a child then and he wasn't much more.

BORGHEIM.

[After a pause.] Was it so delightful that time ?

ASTA.

Oh yes, indeed it was.

BORGHEIM.

Was there much that was really bright and happy
in your life then ?

ASTA.

Oh yes, so much. You can't think how much.

BORGHEIM.

Tell me a little about it, Miss Asta.

ASTA.

Oh, there are only trifles to tell.
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BOBGHEIM.

Such as ? Well?

AsTA.

Such as the time when Alfred had passed his exami-

nation and had distinguished himself. And then,

from time to time, when he got a post in some school

or other. Or when he would sit at home working
at an article and would read it aloud to me. And

then when it would appear in some magazine.

BORGHEIM.

Yes, I can quite see that it mnst have been a peace-

ful, delightful life a brother and sister sharing all

their joys. [Shaking his head.] What I can't under-

stand is that your brother could ever give you up,

Asta.

ASTA.

[With suppressed emotion.] Alfred married, you
know.

BORGHEIM.

Wasn't that very hard for you ?

ASTA.

Yes, at first. It seemed as though I had utterly

lost him all at once.
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BORGHEIM.

Well, luckily it wasn't so bad as that.

ASTA.

No.

BORGHEIM.

But, all the same how could he ! Go and marry,
I mean when he could have kept you with him,

alone !

ASTA.

[Looking straight infront of her.] He was subject to

the law of change, I suppose.

BORGHEIM.

The law of change ?

ASTA.

So Alfred calls it.

BORGHEIM.

Pooh what a stupid law that must be ! I don't

believe a bit in that law.

ASTA.

[Rising.] You may come to believe in it, in time.

BORGHEIM.

Never in all my life ! [Insistently.] But listen now
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Miss Asta ! Do be reasonable for once in a way
in this matter, I mean

ASTA.

[Interrupting him.] Oh, no, no don't let us begin

upon that again !

BOEGHEIM.

[Continuing as before.] Yes, Asta I can't possibly

give you up so easily. Now your brother has every-

thing as he wishes it. He can live his life quite con-

tentedly without you. He doesn't require you at all.

Then this this that at one blow has changed your

whole position here

ASTA.

[With a start.] What do you mean by that ?

BORGHEIM.

The loss of the child. What else should I

mean ?

ASTA.

[Recovering her self-control.] Little Eyolf is gone,

yes.

BORGHEIM.

And what more does that leave you to do here ?

You haven't the poor little boy to take care of now.
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You hare no duties no claims upon you of any
sort.

ASIA.

Oh, please, Mr. Borgheim dont make it so hard

forme.

BORGHEIM.

I must ; I should be mad if I didn't try my utter-

most. I shall be leaving town before very long, and

perhaps I shall have no opportunity of meeting you
there. Perhaps I shall not see you again for a long,

long time. And who knows what may happen in the

meanwhile ?

ASIA.

[With a grave smile.] So you are afraid of the law

of change, after alii

BORGHEIM.

No, not in the least. [Laughing bitterly.] And
there's nothing to be changed, either not in you, I

mean. For I can see you don't care much about

me.

ASIA..

You know very well that I do.

BORGHEIM.

Perhaps, but not nearly enough. Not as I want you
K.
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to.
[
More forciblyJ\ By Heaven, Asta Miss Asta I

can't tell you how strongly I feel that you are wrong
in this ! A little onward, perhaps, from to-day and

to-morrow, all life's happiness may be awaiting us.

And we must needs pass it by ! Do you think we

won't come to repent of it, Asta ?

ASTA.

[Quietly.']
I don't know. I only know that they

are not for us all these bright possibilities.

BOKGHEIM.

[Looks at her with self-control.] Then I must make

my roads alone ?

ASTA.

.] Oh, how I wish I could stand by you in

it all ! Help you in the labour share the gladness

with you-
BOBGHEIM.

Would you if you could ?

ASTA.

Yes, that I would.

BORGHEIM.

But you cannot ?
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ASTA.

[Looking down.~\ Would you be content to have

only half of me ?

BORGHEIM.

No. You must be utterly and entirely mine.

ASTA.

[Looks at him, and says quietly.] Then I cannot.

BORGHEIM.

Good bye then, Miss Asta.

[He is on the point of going. ALLMERS comes

up from the left at the back. BORGHEIM

stops.

ALLMERS.

[The moment he has reached the top of the steps,

points, and says in a low voice.] Is Rita in there in

the summer-house ?

BORGHEIM.

No
;
there's no one here but Miss Asta.

[ALLMERS comes forward.

ASTA.

[Going toioards him.] Shall I go down and look for

her ? Shall I get her to come up here ?
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ALLMERS

&A a negative gesture.] No, no, no let it alone.

[To BORGHEIM.] Is it you that have hoisted the flag ?

BORGHEIM.

Yes. Mrs. Allmers asked me to. That was what

brought me up here.

ALLMERS.

And you're going to start to-night ?

BORGHEIM.

Yes. To-night I go away in good earnest.

ALLMERS.

[With a glance at ASTA.] And you've made sure of

pleasant company, I daresay.

BORGHEIM.

[Shaking his head.] I am going alone.

ALLMERS.

[With surprise.] Alone !

BORGHEIM.

Utterly alone.
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[Absently.] Indeed ?

BOEGHEIM.

And I shall have to remain alone, too.

ALLMERS,

There's something horrible in being alone. The

thought of it runs like ice through my blood

ASTA.

Oh, but, Alfred, you are <not alone.

ALLMEES.

There may be something horrible in that too,

Asta.

ASTA.

[Oppressed.] Oh, don't talk like that ! Don't think

like that !

ALLMEES.

[Not listening to her.] But since you're not going

with him ? Since there's nothing to bind

you ? Why won't you remain out here with me

and with Rita ?

ASTA.

[Uneasily.] No, no, I cannot. 1 must go back to

town now.
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ALLMERS.

But only in to town, Asta. Do you hear !

ASTA.

Yes.

ALLMEBS.

And you must promise me that you'll soon come

out again.

ASTA.

[Quickly.] No, no, I daren't promise you that, for

the present.

ALLMERS.

Well as you will. We shall soon meet in town,

then.

ASTA.

[Imploringly.] But, Alfred, you must stay at

home here with Rita now.

ALLMEKS.

[Without answering, turns to BORGHEIM.] You may
find it a good thing, after all, that you have to take

your journey alone.

BORGHEIM.

[Annoyed.] Oh, how can you say such a thing ?
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ALLMERS.

You see, you can never tell whom you might

happen to meet afterwards on the way.

ASTA.

[Involuntarily.] Alfred !

ALLMEES.

The right fellow-traveller when it's too late too

late.

ASTA.

[Softly, quivering.] Alfred ! Alfred !

BORGHEIM.

[Lookingfrom one to the other.] What is the mean-

ing of this ? I don't understand

[RiTA comes upfrom the left at the back.

RITA.

[Plaintively.] Oh, don't go away from me, all of

you !

ASTA.

[Going towards her] You said you preferred to be

alone.
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RITA.

Yes, but I dare not. It's getting so horribly

dark. I seem to see great, open eyes fixed upon me !

ASTA,

[Tenderly and sympathetically.] What if it were so,

Rita ? You shouldn't be afraid of those eyes.

RITA.

How can you say so ! Not afraid !

ALLMEES

[Insistently.] Asta, I beg you for Heaven's sake

remain here with Rita !

RITA.

Yes ! And with Alfred, too. Do ! Do, Asta !

ASTA.

[Struggling with herself.] Oh, I want to so

much

RITA.

Well, then, do it ! For Alfred 'and I cannot go
alone through the sorrow and heartache.
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ALLMERS.

[Darkly.] Say, rather through the ranklings of

remorse.

RITA.

Oh, whatever you like to call it we cannot bear it

alone, we two. Oh, Asta, I beg and implore you !

Stay here and help us ! Take Eyolf's place for

us

ASTA.

[Shrinking.'] Eyolf's

RITA.

Yes, would you not have it so, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

If she can and will.

RITA.

You used to call her your little Eyolf. [/Seizes her

hand.] Henceforth you shall be our Eyolf, Asta!

Eyolf, as you were before.

ALLMERS.

[With concealed emotion] Remain and share our

life with us, Asta. With Rita. With me. With me

your brother !
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ASTA.

[With decision, snatches her hand away.] No. I

cannot. [Turning."] Mr. Borgheim what time does

the steamer start ?

BORGHEIM.

Now at once.

ASTA.

Then I must go on board. Will you go with me ?

BORGHEIM.

[With a suppressed outburst of joy.] Will I ? Yes,

yes!
ASTA.

Then come !

ETTA.

[Slowly.] Ah ! That's how it is. Well, then, you
cannot stay with us.

ASTA.

[Throwing her arms round her neck.] Thanks for

everything, Rita ! [Goes up to ALLMERS and grasps

his hand.] Alfred good-bye! A thousand times,

good-bye !

ALLMERS.

[Softly and eagerly.] What is this, Asta ? It seems

as though you were taking flight.
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ASTA

[In subdued anguish.] Yes, Alfred I am taking

flight.

ALLMEES.

Flight from me !

ASTA.

[Whispering.] From you and from myself.

ALLMEES.

[Shrinking back] Ah !

[ASTA rushes down the steps at the back.

BOEGHEIM waves his hat and folloivs her.

RITA leans against the entrance to the

summer-house. ALLMEES goes, in strong

inward emotion, iip to the railing, and

stands there gazing downwards. A pause.

ALLMEES.

[Turns, and says with hard-won composure.] There

comes the steamer. Look, Rita.

RITA.

I dare not look at it.

ALLMEES.

You dare not ?
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RITA.

No. For it has a red eye and a green one, too.

Great, glowing eyes.

ALLMERS.

Oh, that's only the lights, you know

RITA.

Henceforth they are eyes for me. They stare

and stare out of the darkness and into the dark-

ness.

ALLMERS.

Now she's putting in to shore.

RITA.

Where are they mooring her this evening, then ?

ALLMERS.

[Comingforward.] At the pier, as usual

RITA.

[Drawing herself up.~\ How can they moor her

there !

ALLMERS.

They must.
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RITA.

But it was there that Eyolf ! How can they
moor her there !

ALLMEES.

Yes, life is pitiless, Rita.

RITA.

Men are heartless. They take no thought either

for the living or for the dead.

ALLMERS.

There you are right. Life goes its own way just

as if nothing in the world had happened.

RITA.

[Gazing straight before her.] And nothing has hap-

pened, either. Not to others. Only to us two.

ALLMEES.

[The pain re-awakening.] Yes, Rita so it was to

no purpose that you bore him in sorrow and anguish.

For now he is gone again and has left no trace

behind him.

RITA.

Only the crutch was saved.
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ALLMEKS.

[Angrily.] Be silent ! Don't let me hear that

word!

RITA.

[Plaintively.] Oh, I cannot bear the thought that

he is gone from us.

ALLMEBS.

[Coldly and bitterly.] You could very well do with-

out him while he was with us. Half the day would

often pass without your setting eyes on him.

RITA.

Yes, for I knew that I could see him whenever I

wanted to.

ALLMERS.

Yes, that's how we've gone and squandered the

short time we had with little Eyolf .

RITA.

[Listening, in dread.] Do you hear, Alfred ! Now
it's ringing again !

ALLMEBS.

[Looking over the fiord.] It's the steamer's bell that

is ringing. It's just starting.
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RITA.

Oh, it isn't that bell I mean. All day I have heard

it ringing in my ears. Now it's ringing again !

ALLMERS.

[Going up to her.] You are mistaken, Rita.

RITA.

No, I hear it so plainly. It sounds like a knell.

Slow. Slow. And always the same words.

ALLMERS.

Words ? What words ?

RITA.

[Nodding her head in the rhythm .]

" The crutch is

floating. The crutch is floating." Oh, surely you
must hear it, too !

ALLMERS.

[Shaking his head.~\ I hear nothing. And there is

nothing to hear.

RITA.

Oh, you may say what you will I hear it so

plainly.
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ALLMERS.

[Looking out over the railing.] Now they are on

board, Rita. Now the steamer's on her way to the

town.
RITA.

Is it possible you don't hear it ?
" The crutch is

floating. The crutch is
"

ALLMERS.

[Coming forward.] You shall not stand there

listening to a sound that doesn't exist. I tell you,

Asta and Borgheim are on board. They have started

already. Asta is gone.

RITA.

[Looks timidly at him.] Then I suppose you will

soon be gone, too, Alfred ?

ALLMERS.

[Quickly.] What do you mean by that ?

RITA.

That you will follow your sister.

ALLMERS.

Has Asta told you anything ?
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RITA.

No. But you said yourself it was for Asta's sake

that that we came together.

ALLMERS.

Yes, but you, you yourself, have bound me to you

by our life together.

RITA.

Oh, in your eyes I am not I am not entrancingly

beautiful any more.

ALLMERS.

The law of change may perhaps keep us together,

none the less.

RITA.

[Nodding slowly.] There is a change in me now I

feel the anguish of it.

ALLMERS.

Anguish ?

RITA.

Yes, for change, too, is a sort of birth.

ALLMERS.

It is or a resurrection. Transition to a higher

life.
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RITA.

[Gazing sadly before her.~\
Yes with the loss of all,

all life's happiness.

ALLMERS.

That loss is just the gain.

RITA.

[Vehemently.] Oh, phrases! Good God, we are

creatures of earth after all.

ALLMERS.

But something akin to the sea and the heavens

too, Rita.

RITA.

You perhaps. Not I.

ALLMERS.

Oh, yes you too, more than you yourself suspect.

RITA.

[Advancing a pace towards him.] Tell me, Alfred

could you think of taking up your work again ?

ALLMERS.

The work that you have hated so ?
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RITA.

I am easier to please now. I am willing to share

you with the book.

ALLMERS.

Why?
RITA.

Only to keep you here with me to have you near

me.

ALLMERS.

Oh, it's so little I can do to help you, Rita.

RITA.

But perhaps I could help you.

ALLMERS.

With my book, do you mean ?

RITA.

No
;
but to live your life.

ALLMERS.

[/Shaking his head.] 1 seem to have no life to live.

RITA.

Well then, to endure your life.
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ALLMEES.

\Darkly, looking away from her.] I think it would

be best for both of us that we should part.

RITA.

[Looking curiously at him.] Then where would you

go ? Perhaps to Asta, after all ?

ALLMERS.

No never again to Asta.

RITA.

Where then ?

ALLMEES.

Up into the solitudes.

RITA.

Up among the mountains? Is that what you
mean?

ALLMEES.

Yes.

RITA.

But all that is mere dreaming, Alfred ! You could

not live up there.
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ALLMERS.

And yet I feel myself drawn to them.

RITA.

Why ? Tell me !

ALLMERS.

Sit down and I will tell you something.

RITA.

Something that happened to you up there ?

ALLMERS.

Yes.

RITA.

And that you never told Asta and me ?

ALLMERS.

Yes.

RITA.

Oh, you're so silent about everything. You

oughtn't to be.

ALLMERS.

Sit down there and I will tell you about it.
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RITA.

Yes, yes tell me !

[She sits on the bench beside the summer-house.

ALLMEBS.

I was alone up there, in the heart of the great

mountains. I came to a wide, dreary mountain lake :

and that lake I had to cross. But I could not for

there was neither a boat nor any one there.

RITA.

Well ? And then ?

AT.T,MTJ:RS,

Then I went without any guidance into a side

valley. I thought that by that way I could push on

over the heights and between the peaks and then

down again on the other side of the lake.

RITA.

Oh, and you lost yourself, Alfred !

ALLMERS.

Yes ;
I mistook the direction for there was no

path or track. And all day I went on and all the
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next night. And at last I thought I should never

see the face of man again.

KlTA.

Not come home to us ? Oh, then, I am sure your

thoughts were with us here.

ALLMERS.

No they were not.

RITA.

Not?

ALLMERS.

No. It was so stiange. Both you and Eyolf

seemed to have drifted far, far away from me and

Asta, too.

RITA.

Then what did you think of ?

ALLMERS.

I did not think. I dragged myself along among
the precipices and rejoiced in the peace and luxury

of death.

RITA.

[Springing up.] Oh, don't use such words of that

horror !
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ALLMEKS.

I didn't feel it so. I had no fear. Here went

death and I, it seemed to me, like two good fellow-

travellers. It all seemed so natural so simple, I

thought.! In my family, we don't live to be old

KITA.

Oh, don't say such things, Alfred ! You see you
came safely out of it, after all.

Yes; all of a sudden I found myself where I

wanted to be on the other side of the lake.

RITA.

It must have been a night of terror for you,

Alfred. But now that it's over, you won't admit it

to yourself.

ALLMERS.

That night sealed my resolution. And it was then

that I turned about and came straight homewards.

To Eyolf .

RITA.

[Softly.] Too late.
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ALLMERS.

Yes. And then when my fellow-traveller came

and took him then I felt the horror of it
;
of it all ;

of all that, in spite of everything, we dare not tear

ourselves away from. So earth bound are we, both

of us, Rita.

RITA.

[With a gleam of joy. \ Yes, you are, too, aren't

you ! [Coming close to him.] Oh, let us live our life

together as long as we can !

ALLMERS.

[Shrugging his shoulders.] Live our life, yes ! And
have nothing to fill life with. An empty void on all

sides wherever I look.

RITA.

[In fear.] Oh, sooner or later you will go away
from me, Alfred ! I feel it ! I can see it in your

face ! You will go away from me.

ALLMERS.

With my fellow-traveller, do you mean ?

RITA.

No, I mean worse than that. Of your own free will
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you will leave me for you think it's only here, with

me, that you have nothing to live for. Isn't that

what is in your thoughts ?

ALLMERS.

[Looking steadfastly at her,] What if it were ?

[A disturbance, and the noise of angry,

quarrelling voices is heard from down

below in the distance. ALLMERS goes to the

railing.

RITA.

What is that ? [With an outburst.] Oh, you'll see,

they have found him !

ALLMERS.

He will never be found.

RITA.

But what is it then ?

ALLMERS.

[Coming forward.] Only fighting as usual.

RITA

Down on the beach ?
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ALLMERS.

Yes. The whole village down there ought to be

swept away. Now the men have come home

drunk, as they always are. They are beating the

children do you hear the boys crying ! The women

are shrieking for help for them

RITA.

Shouldn't we get some one to go down and help

them ?

ALLMERS .

[Harshly atid angrily. \ Help them, who didn't help

Eyolf ! Let them go as they let Eyolf go.

RITA.

Oh, you mustn't talk like that, Alfred ! Nor think

like that !

ALLMERS.

I cannot think otherwise. All the old hovels ought

to be torn down.

RITA.

And then what's to become of all the poor people ?

ALLMERS.

They must go somewhere else.
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RITA.

And the children, too ?

ALLMERS.

Does it make much difference where they go to the

dogs?

RITA.

[Quietly and reproachfully.'] You are forcing your-

self into this harshness, Alfred.

ALLMERS.

[ Vehemently.'] I have a right to be harsh now ! It

is my duty.
RITA.

Your duty ?

ALLMERS.

My duty to Eyolf. He must not lie unavenged.

Once for all, Rita it is as I tell you ! Think it over !

Have the]whole place down there razed to the ground

when I am gone.

RITA.

[Looks intently at him.] When you are gone ?

ALLMERS.

Yes. For that will at least give you something to

fill your life with and something you must have.
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RITA.

[Firmly and decidedly.] There you are right I

must. But can you guess what I will set about

when you are gone ?

ALLMEES.

Well, what ?

RITA.

[Slowly and with resolution.] As soon as you are

gone from me, I will go down to the beach, and bring

all the poor neglected children home with me. All

the mischievous boys

ALLMERS .

What will you do with them here ?

RITA.

I will take them to my heart.

ALLMERS.

You!

RITA.

Yes, I will. From the day you leave me, they

shall all be here, all of them, as if they were mine.

ALLMERS.

[Shocked.] In our little Eyolf's place !
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RITA.

Yes, in our little Eyolf's place. They shall live in

Eyolf's rooms. They shall read his books. They
shall play with his toys. They shall take it in turns

to sit in his chair at table.

ALLMERS.

But this is sheer madness of you ! I don't know a

creature in the world that's less fitted than you for

anything of that sort.

RITA.

Then I shall have to educate myself for it
;
to train

myself ;
to discipline myself.

ALLMERS.

If you are really in earnest about this about all

you say then there must indeed be a change in

you.

RITA.

Yes, there is, Alfred and for that I have you to

thank. You have made an empty place within me
;

and I must try to fill it up with something with

something that is a little like love.

ALLMERS.

[Standsfor a moment lost in thought; then looks at
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Aer.] The truth is, we haven't done much for the

poor people down there.

RITA.

We have done nothing for them.

ALLMERS.

Scarcely even thought of them.

RITA.

Never thought of them in sympathy.

ALLMERS.

We, who had " the gold, and the green forests
"

RITA.

Our hands were closed to then. And our hearts too.

ALLMERS.

.]
Then it was perhaps natural enough, after

all, that they shouldn't risk their lives to save little

Eyolf.

RITA.

[Softly.1 Think, Alfred ! Are you so certain that

that ive would have risked ours ?
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ALLMERS.

[With an uneasy gesture of repulsion.] You must

never doubt that.

RITA.

Oh, we are children of earth.

ALLMERS.

What do you really think you can do with all these

neglected children ?

RITA.

I suppose I must try if I cannot lighten and and

ennoble their lot in life.

ALLMERS.

If you can do that then Eyolf not born in

vain.

RITA.

Nor taken from us in vain, either.

ALLMERS.

[Looking steadfastly at her.] Be quite clear about

one thing, Rita it is not love that is driving you to

this.

RITA.

No, it is not at any rate, not yet.
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ALLMERS.

Well, then what is it ?

RITA.

[Half-evasively.] You have so often talked to Asta

of human responsibility

ALLMERS.

Of the book that you hated.

RITA.

I hate that book still. But I used to sit and listen

to what you told her. And now I will try to con-

tinue it in my own way.

ALLMERS.

[Shaking his head.] It is not for the sake of that

unfinished book

RITA.

No, I have another reason as well.

ALLMERS.

What is that ?

RITA.

[Softly, with a melancholy smile] I want to make

my peace with the great, open eyes, you see.

M
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ALLMERS.

[Struck, fixing his eyes upon her.] Perhaps, I could

join you in that ? And help you, Rita ?

RITA.

Would you ?

ALLMERS.

Yes if I were only sure I could

RITA.

[Hesitatingly.'] But then you would have to remain

here.

ALLMERS.

[Softly.] Let us try if it could not be so.

RITA.

[Almost inaudibly.] Yes, let us, Alfred.

[Both are silent. Then ALLMEKS goes up to the

flagstaff" and hoists the flag to the top.

RITA stands beside the summer-house and

looks at him in silence.

ALLMERS.

[Coming forward again.] We have a heavy day of

work before us, Rita.
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RITA.

You will see that now and then a Sabbath

peace will descend on us.

ALLMERS.

[Quietly, with emotion.] Then, perhaps, we shall

know that the spirits are with us.

RITA.

[ Whispering^] The spirits ?

ALLMERS.

\As before] Yes, they will perhaps be around us

those whom we have lost.

RITA.

[Nods slowly^] Our little Eyolf. And your big

Eyolf, too.

ALLMERS.

[Gfaziiig straight before him] Now and then, per-

haps, we may still on the way through life have

a little, passing glimpse of them.

RITA.

Where shall we look for them, Alfred ?
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ALLMERS.

[Fixing his eyes upon her.] Upwards.

RITA.

[Nods in approval.] Yes, yes upwards.

ALLMERS.

Upwards towards the peaks. Towards the stars.

And towards the great silence.

RITA.

[Giving him her hand.] Thanks !

Printed by BALLANTYNE, HAN: ON & Co.

London and Edinburgh.
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THE WORKS OF LORD BYRON.

EDITED BY WILLIAM ERNEST HENLEY.

IN TWELVE VOLUMES.

VOLUME I. LETTERS, 1804-1813.

To befollowed by

VOLUMES II.-IV. LETTERS AND SPEECHES.

VOLUME V. HOURS OF IDLENESS, ENGLISH
BARDS AND SCOTCH REVIEWERS.

VOLUME VI. CHILDE HAROLD.

Small cr. 8vo, price 5s. net each.

Also an Edition limited to 150 sets for sale in Great

Britain, printed on Van Gelder's handmade paper, price
Six Guineas the set net.

It is agreed that Byron's Letters, public and private,
with their abounding ease and spirit and charm, are

among the best in English. It is thought that Byron's
poetry has been long, and long enough, neglected, so that
we are on the eve of, if not face to face with, a steady
reaction in its favour : that, in fact, the true public has had

enough of fluent minor lyrists and hide-bound (if superior)

sonnetteers, and is disposed, in the natural course of

things, to renew its contact with a great English poet, who
was also a principal element in the aesthetic evolution
of that Modern Europe which we know.

Hence this new Byron, which will present for the first

time since the Seventeen Volumes Edition (1833), long
since out of print a master-writer and a master-influence
in decent and persuasive terms.

It is barely necessary to dwell on Mr. Henley's special

qualifications for the task of editing and annotating the
works of our poet.
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THE CASTLES OF ENGLAND:
THEIR STORY AND STRUCTURE.

By SIR JAMES D. MACKENZIE, BART.

Dedicated by gracious permission to fJ.M. the Queen.

IN TWO VOLUMES.

Fully Illustrated and with many Plates.

Price 3 js. net, on Subscription.

IT is the object of this work to record all that is known at the end of the

nineteenth century with regard to every ancient castle in the kingdom, and it

is believed that such a record must be welcome to all in whom the contemplation
of these great historic monuments awakens not only admiration for their

picturesque beauty, but also romantic speculation as to the stirring events
which have happened there, and to the life once led within their walls.

There were in all about six hundred such castles of stone in England.
Those that have vanished are frequently not the least interesting, and Fother-

ingay and Northampton conjure up memories as precious and heroic as if they
were still standing. It has been the object of the author of this work to pro-
duce a Book of Reference in which will be found a trustworthy account of every
fortress, defensible and castellated dwelling built from the Conquest to the

reign of Henry VIII., including the forts or blockhouses built on the southern
coast by that monarch.

Views of many of the castles are included in the work, and as much infor-

mation as can be learned is given of their past history and condition. Plans
are aaded to illustrate the position and defences of many of them, whereby their

history and their structure may be the better understood.

The book will be divided into two volumes, the first containing twenty-
seven Home, Southern and Midland Counties :

i. Kent. 10. Hants.
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LIFE OF NELSON.
BY ROBERT SOUTHEY.

A NEW EDITION

EDITED BY DAVID HANNAY.
Crown 8vo, Gilt, with Portraits, price 65.

SOUTHEY s LIFE OF NELSON is an acknowledged masterpiece of litera-

ture. It can never cease to have value, even if it is at any future time

surpassed in its own qualities. Up to the present it has never been

equalled. While we are waiting for the appearance of a better Southey,
the old may well be published with a much-needed apparatus criticus.

The object of the new edition is to put forth the text, supported by
notes, which will make good the few oversights committed by Southey,'
the passages in Nelson's life of which he had not heard, or which he,
influenced by highly honourable scruples, did not think fit to speak of
so soon after the hero's de^th, and wnile some of the persons concerned
were still living. A brief account will also be given of the naval officers,

and less famous soldiers or civilians mentioned, though it will not be

thought needful to tell the reader the already well-known facts concern-

ing Pitt, Sir John Moore, or Paoli. Emma Hamilton, of whom Southey
said only the little which was necessary to preserve his book from

downright falsity, will have her history told at what is now adequate
length. The much debated story of Nelson's actions at Naples will be
told from a point of view other than Southey's. It is not proposed
to write a new life of Nelson, but only to set forth the best of existing

biographies with necessary additions and corrections, as well as with
some comment on his qualities as a commander in naval warfare.

THE LIFE OF THE LATE
SIR JOSEPH BARNBY.
By W. H. SONLEY JOHNSTONS.

In One Volume, with Portraits, 8vo.

SIR JOSEPH BARNBY was a personality and an influence ; music was

only a part of him. He was an arduous worker, a brilliant talker, a
raconteur of merit, a good speaker, and a popular favourite in society.

The period through which he lived was one of the most important and
fruitful in the annals of English music, and Mr. Johnstone will receive

the assistance of composers and others in making this work as compre-
hensive as possible.
The main divisions will be : Music in England Half-a-Century Ago

Early Life of Barnby His Eton Career His Albert Hall Career As

Composer and Conductor His Social and General Life The Academy
and Guildhall.
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literatures of tbe Morlfc.
EDITED BY

EDMUND GOSSE.

IV/T R. HEINEMANN begs to announce a" Series of

Short Histories of Ancient and Modern Literatures

of the World, Edited by EDMUND GOSSE.

Thefollowing volumes are projected, and it is probable that

they "will be thefirst to appear :

FRENCH LITERATURE.
BY EDWARD DOWDEN, D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of English

Literature at the University of Dublin.

ANCIENT GREEK LITERATURE.
BY GILBERT G. A. MURRAY, M.A., Professor of Greek in the

University of Glasgow.

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
BY THE EDITOR.

ITALIAN LITERATURE.
BY RICHARD GARNETT, C.B., LL.D., Keeper of Printed Books

in the British Museum.

MODERN SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE
BY DR. GEORG BRANDES, of Copenhagen.

JAPANESE LITERATURE.
BY WILLIAM GEORGE ASTON, M.A., C.M.G., late Acting

Secretary at the British Legation at Tokio.

SPANISH LITERATURE.
BY J. FITZ MAURICE-KELLY, Member of the Spanish Academy.
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE:
A CRITICAL STUDY.

BY GEORG BRANDES.
Translated from the Danish by WILLIAM ARCHER.

In Two Volumes, demy 8vo.

Dr. Georg Brandes's " William Shakespeare
"
may best be called, perhaps,

an exhaustive critical biography. Keepinsj fully abreast of the latest English
and German researches and criticism, Dr. Brandes preserves that breadth
and sanity of view which is apt to be sacrificed by the mere Shakespearologist.
He places the poet in his political and literary environment, and studies each

play not as an isolated phenomenon, but as the record of a stage in Shakespeare's
spiritual history. Dr. Brandes has achieved German thoroughness without
German heaviness, and has produced what must be regarded as a standard
work.

ROBERT, EARL NUGENT:
A MEMOIR.

BY CLAUD NUGENT.
In One Volume, demy 8vo, with a number of Portraits and other

Illustrations.

A BOOK OF SCOUNDRELS
BY CHARLES WHIBLEY.

In One Volume, crown 8vo, with Frontispiece, price -js. 6(f.

In "A Book of Scoundrels" are described the careers and achievements of
certain notorious malefactors who have been chosen for their presentment on
account of their style and picturesqueness. They are of all ages and several

countries, and that variety may not be lacking, Cartouche and Peace, Moll
Cutpurse and the Abbe Bruneau, come within the same covers. Where it has
seemed convenient, the method of Plutarch is followed, and the style and method
of two similar scoundrels are contrasted in a "parallel." Jack Shepherd in the
tone-room of Newgate, reproduced from an old print, serves as a frontispiece.

IN CAP AND GOWN.
THREE CENTURIES OF CAMBRIDGE WIT.

EDITED BY CHARLES WHIBLEY.
Third Edition, with a New Introduction, crown 8vo.
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SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY
STUDIES.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE HISTORY OF
ENGLISH POETRY.

BY EDMUND GOSSE,
Clark Lecturer on English Literature at the University of Cambridge.

A New Edition. Crown 8vo.

SPANISH PROTESTANTS IN THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

COMPILED FROM DR. WILKEN'S GERMAN WORK
BY RACHEL E. CHALLICE.

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

THE MOST REV. LORD PLUNKET, ARCHBISHOP OF DUBLIN, D.D.,

And a Preface by THE REV. CANON FLEMING, B.D.

In One Volume.

UNDERCURRENTS OF THE
SECOND EMPIRE.

BY ALBERT D. VANDAM,
Author of "An Englishman in Paris" and "My Paris Note-book."

Demy 8vo, -js. 6d. net.

"MADE IN GERMANY."
REPRINTED WITH ADDITIONS FROM THE NEW REVIEW.

By ERNEST E. WILLIAMS.
In One Volume. Crown 8vo, cloth, 25. 6d.

The Industrial Supremacy of Great Britain has been long an axiomatic

commonplace ; it is fast turning into a myth.
These papers are rot prompted by the Bimetallic League, nor by devotion to

fair trade, nor by any of the economic schemes and doctrines which reformers
are propounding for the cure of our commercial dry-rot. It is the Author's

object to proceed on scientific lines, to collect and arrange the facts so that they
may clearly show forth the causes, and point with inevitableness to the remedies,
if and where there be any.
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GENIUS AND DEGENERATION:
A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY.

BY DR. WILLIAM HIRSCH.

With an Introduction by Professor E. MENDEL.

Translated from the Second German Edition.

In One Volume, demy 8vo, 17.?. net.

LETTERS OF
A COUNTRY VICAR.

Translated from the French of YVES LE QUERDEC.

BY M. GORDON-HOLMES.
In One Volume, crown 8vo, $s.

This translation of a work which, in the original, has evoked a quite exceptional
measure of attention, will be welcomed for its vivid pictures of country life in

France, and of the relations subsisting between Church and laity.

THE AGNOSTICISM OF THE
FUTURE.

FROM THE FRENCH OF

M. GUYAU.
In One Volume, 8vo.

THE BLACK RIDERS
VERSES.

BY STEPHEN CRANE,

Author of "The Red Badge of Courage."
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ANTONIO ALLEGRI DA CORREGIO: His Life, his

Friends, and his Time. By CORRADO RICCI, Director ot the Royal

Gallery, Parma. Translated by FLORENCE SIMMONDS. With 16 Photo-

gravure Plates, 21 full-page Plates in Tint, and 190 Illustrations in the

Text. In One Volume, imperial 8vo, 2 25. net.

** Also a special edition printed onJapanese -vellum, limited to 100 copies,

with duplicateplates on India paper. Price 12 iss. tut.

REMBRANDT : His Life, his Work, and his Time. By EMILE
MICHEL, Member of the Institute of France. Translated by FLORENCE
SIMMONDS. Edited and Prefaced by FREDERICK WEDMORE. Second

Edition, Enlarged, with 76 full-page Plates, and 250 Illustrations in the

Text. In One Volume, Gilt top, or in Two Volumes, imperial 8vo,

2 as. net.

** A few copies of the EDITION DE LUXE of the First Edition, printed on

Japanese vellum with Indiaproof duplicates of the photogravures, are still on

sale, price ia ias. net.

REMBRANDT. Seventeen of his Masterpieces from the collec-

tion of his Pictures in the Cassel Gallery. Reproduced in Photogravure

by the Berlin Photographic Company. With an Essay by FREDERICK
WEDMORE. In large portfolio 2/i inches x 20 inches.

Thefirst twenty-five impressions of each plate are numbered and signed,
and ofthese onlyfourteen arefor sale in England at the net price of Twenty
Guineas the set. The Price of the impressions after the first twenty-five is

Twelve Guineas net, per set.

MASTERPIECES OF GREEK SCULPTURE. A Series

of Essays on the History of Art. By ADOLF FURTWANGLER. Authorised

Translation. Edited by EUGENIE SELLERS. With 19 full-page and 200

text Illustrations. In One Volume, imperial 8vo, 3 35. net.

*** Also an EDITION DE LUXE on Japanese vellum, limited to 50 numbered

copies in Two Volumes, price 10 los. net.

THE HOURS OF RAPHAEL, IN OUTLINE. Together
with the Ceiling of the Hall where they were originally painted. By
MARY E. WILLIAMS. Folio, cloth. 2 25. net.

A CATALOGUE OF THE ACCADEMIA DELLE
BELLE ARTI AT VENICE. With Biographical Notices of the

Painters and Reproductions of some of their Works. Edited by E. M.
KEARV. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; paper, 25. net.

A CATALOGUE OF THE MUSEO DEL PRADO AT
MADRID. Con.piled by E. LAW-SON. In One Volume, crown 8vo,

cloth, jr. net ; paper, 2$. 6d, net.
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THE PAGET PAPERS. Diplomatic and other Corres-

pondence of THE RIGHT HON-. SIR ARTHUR PAGET, G.C.B., 1794-

1807. With two Appendices, 1808 and 1828-1829. Arranged and Edited

by his son, The Right Hon. SIR AUGUSTUS B. PAGET, G.C.B., late Her
Majesty's Ambassador in Vienna. With Notes by Mrs. J. R. GREEN.
In Two Volumes, demy 8vo, with Portraits, 325. net.

These volumes deal with the earlier Napoleonic Wars, and throw a new
light on almost every phase of that most vital period of European history.

BROTHER AND SISTER. A Memoir and the Letters of

ERNEST and HENRIETTE RENAN. Translated by Lady MARY
LOYD. Demy 8vo, with Two Portraits in Photogravure, and Four

Illustrations, 14$.

Mr. GLADSTONE has written to the publisheras follows :
"

I have read the
whole of the Renan Memoirs, and have found them to be of peculiar and pro-
found interest."

The Illustrated London News. "One of the most exquisite memorials in

all literature."

CHARLES GOUNOD. Autobiographical Reminiscences with

Family Letters and Notes on Music. Translated by the Hon. W. HELY
HUTCHINSON. Demy 8vo, with Portrait, los. 6d.

The Daily News
" Interwoven with many touching domestic details, it

furnishes a continuous history of the dawn and development of his genius down
to the period when his name had become familiar in all men's mouths."

STUDIES IN DIPLOMACY. By Count BENEDETTI, French
Ambassador at the Court of Berlin. Demy 8vo, with a Portrait, ior. 6d.

The Times.
" An important and authentic contribution to the history of a

great crisis in the affairs of Europe."

AN AMBASSADOR OF THE VANQUISHED.
Viscount Elie De Gontaut-Biron's Mission to Berlin, 1871-1877. From
his Diaries and Memoranda. By the DUKE DE BROGLIE. Translated

with Notes by ALBERT D. VANDAM, Author of "An Englishman in

Paris." In One Volume, 8vo, los. 6d.

The Times. " The real interest of the book consists in the new contributions

which it makes to our knowledge of the dangerous crisis of 1875."

ANIMAL SYMBOLISM IN ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE. By E. P. EVANS. With a Bibliography and

Seventy-eight Illustrations, crown 8vo, 9*.

The Manchester Courier. "A work of considerable learning. We have
not often read a book that contains more quaint and unusual information, or is

more closely packed with matter. It is very pleasant leading and may be com-
mended to all who are interested in the by-paths of literature and art."
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Great Xives anD Events.

Uniformly bound in cloth, 6s. each volume.

A FRIEND OF THE QUEEN. Marie Antoinette and
Count Fersen. From the French of PAUL GAULOT. Two Portraits.

The Times " M. Gaulot's work tells, with new and authentic details, the
romantic story of Count Fersen's devotion to Marie Antoinette, of his share in

the celebrated Flight to Vare.nnes and in many other well-known episodes of
the unhappy Queen's life."

THE ROMANCE OF AN EMPRESS. Catherine II. of

Russia. From the French of K. WALISZEWSKI. With a Portrait.

The Times.
" This book is based on the confessions of the Empress her-

self; it gives striking pictures of the condition of the contemporary Russia
which she did so much to mould as well as to expand. . . . Few stories in

history are more romantic than that of Catherine II. of Russia, with its

mysterious incidents and thrilling episodes ; few characters present more curious

problems."

THE STORY OF A THRONE. Catherine II. of Russin.
From the French of K. WALISZEWSKI. With a Portrait.

The World. " No novel that ever was written could compete with thU
historical monograph in absorbing interest."

NAPOLEON AND THE FAIR SEX. From the French
of FREDERIC MASSON. With a Portrait.

The Daily Chronicle.
" The author shows that this side of Napoleon's

life must be understood by those who would realize the manner of man he was."

ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON. A Study of His Life and
Work. By ARTHUR \VAUGH, B.A. Oxon. With Twenty Illustrations

from Photographs specially taken for this Work. Five Portraits, and
Facsimile of Tennyson's MS.

MEMOIRS OF THE PRINCE DE JOINVILLE.
Translated from the French by Lady MARY LOYD. With 78 Illustrations

from drawings by the Author.

THE NATURALIST OF THE SEA-SHORE. The Life
of Philip Henry Gosse. By his son, EDMUND GOSSE, Hon. M.A.,
Trinity College, Cambridge. With a Portrait.

THE FAMILY LIFE OF HEINRICH HEINE. IIlu,-

trated by one hundred and twenty-two hitherto unpublished letters ad-
dressed by him to different members of his family. Edited by his nephew,
Baron LUDWIG VON EMBDEN, and translated by CHARLES GODFREY
LELAND. With 4 Portraits.

RECOLLECTIONS OF COUNT LEO TOLSTOY
Together with a Letter to the Women of France on the "

Kreutzer
Sonata." By C. A. BEHRS. Translated from the Russian by C. E.
TURNER, English Lecturer in the University of St . Petersburg. With
Portrait.
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MY PARIS NOTE-BOOK. By ALBERT D. VANDAM, Author
of " An Englishman in Paris." In One Volume, demy 8vo, price 6s.

EDMUND AND JULES DE GONCOURT. letters and
Leaves from their Journals. Selected. In Two Volumes, 8vo, with

Eight Portraits, 32*.

ALEXANDER III. OF RUSSIA. By CHARLES LOWE,
M. A., Author of "Prince Bismarck: an Historical Biography." Crown
8vo, with Portrait in Photogravure, 6s.

T/te Atlieiueum.
" A most interesting and valuable volume."

Tlie Academy. "Written with great care and strict impartiality."

PRINCE BISMARCK. An Historical Biography. By
CHARLES LOWE, M.A. With Portraits. Crown 8vo, 6s.

VILLIERS DE L'ISLE ADAM: His Life and Works.
From the French of VICOMTE ROBERT DU PONTAVICE DE HEUSSEY.
By Lady MARY LOYD. With Portrait and Facsimile. Crown 8vo, cloth,
ior. bd.

THE LIFE OF HENRIK IBSEN. By HENRIK J^GER.
Translated by CLARA BELL. With the Verse done into English from the

Norwegian Original by EDMUND GOSSE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

RECOLLECTIONS OF MIDDLE LIFE. By FRANCISQUE
SAKCEY Translated by E. L. CAREY. In One Volume, 8vo, with

Portrait, los. dd.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS IN THE SECRET SERVICE.
The Recollections of a Spy. By Major HENRI LE CARON. With New
Preface 8vo, boards, price zs. 6d., or cloth, 3*. 6d.

** The Library Edition, -with Portraits and Facsimiles, Sva, 14^., is still

on sale.

QUEEN JOANNA I. OF NAPLES, SICILY, AND
JERUSALEM ; Countess of Provence, Forcalquier, and Piedmont An
Essay on her Times. By ST. CLAIR BADDELEY. Imperial 8vo, with

numerous Illustrations, i6s.

CHARLES III. OF NAPLES AND URBAN VI.; also

CECCO D'ASCOLI, Poet, Astrologer, Physican. Two Historical Essays.

By ST. CLAIR BADDELEY. With Illustrations, 8vo, cloth, 10*. fid.

LETTERS OF SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE.
Edited by ERNEST HARTLEY COLERIDGE. With 16 Portraits and Illus-

trations. In Two Volumes, demy 8vo, 1 izs.
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DE QUINCEY MEMORIALS. Being Letters and other
Records here first Published, with Communications from COLERIDGE, the

WORDSWORTHS, HANNAH MORE, PROFESSOR WILSON, and others. Edited
with Introduction, Notes, and Narrative, by ALEXANDER H. JAPP, LL.D.,
F.R.S.E. In Two Volumes, demy 8vo, cloth, with Portraits, 30*. net.

MEMOIRS. By CHARLES GODFREY LELAND (HANS BREIT-
MANN). Second Edition. In One Volume, 8vo, with Portrait, price

js. 6d.

LETTERS OF A BARITONE. By FRANCIS WALKER.
Square crown 8vo, $s.

THE LOVE LETTERS OF MR. H. AND MISS R.
1775-1779. Edited by GILBERT BURGESS. Square crown 8vo, 5$.

PARADOXES. By MAX NORDAU, Author of "
Degeneration,"

"Conventional Lies of our Civilisation," &c. Translated by J. R.
MclLRAlTH. Demy 8vo, 17.1. net. With an Introduction by the
Author written for this Edition.

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR CIVILIZATION.
By MAX NORDAU, author of

"
Degeneration." Second English Edition.

Demy 8vo, 17$. net.

DEGENERATION. By MAX NORDAU. Ninth English
Edition. Demy 8vo, 17$. net.

THE PROSE WORKS OF HEINRICH HEINE.
Translated by CHARLES GODFREY LELAND, M.A., F.R.L.S. (HANS
BREITMANN). In Eight Volumes.

The Library Edition, in crown 8vo, cloth, at 5.1. per Y,lume. Each Volume of
this edition is sold separately. The Cabinet Edition, in special binding,
boxed, price 2 los. the set. The Large Paper Edition, limited to 50
Numbered Copies, price 15^. per Volume net, will only be supplied to

subscribers for the Complete Work.

I. FLORENTINE NIGHTS, SCHNABELEWOPSKI,
THE RABBI OF BACHARACH, and SHAKE-
SPEARE'S MAIDENS AND WOMEN.

II., III. PICTURES OF TRAVEL. 1823-1828.

IV. THE SALON. Letters on Art, Music, Popular Life,
and Politics.

V., VI. GERMANY.
VII., VIII. FRENCH AFFAIRS. Letters from Paris

1832, and Lutetia.

THE POSTHUMOUS WORKS OF THOMAS DE
QUINCEY. Edited, with Introduction and Notes from the Author's

Original MSS., by ALEXANDER H. JAPP, LL.D., F.R.S.E., &c. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s. each.

I. SUSPIRIA DE PROFUNDIS. With other Essays.

II. CONVERSATION AND COLERIDGE. With other

Essays. .
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CRITICAL KIT-KATS. By EDMUND GOSSE, Hon. M.A. of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, js. 64.

QUESTIONS AT ISSUE. Essays. By EDMUND GOSSE.
Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 7$. 6d.

*
k
* A Limited Edition on Large Paper, 25.1. net.

GOSSIP IN A LIBRARY. By EDMUND GOSSE, Author of
" Northern Studies," &c. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top,

js. 6d.
** A Limited Edition on Large Paper, 25*. net.

CORRECTED IMPRESSIONS. Essays on Victorian Writers.

By GEORGE SAINTSBURY. Crown 8vo, gilt top, 7^. 6d.

ANIMA POET^E. From the unpublished note-books ofSAMUEL
TAYLOR COLERIDGE. Edited by ERNEST HARTLEY COLERIDGE. In
One Volume, crown 8vo, 7.1. 6d.

ESSAYS. By ARTHUR CHRISTOPHER BENSON, of Eton College.
In One Volume, crown 8vo, buckram, 7.1. 6d.

THE CHITRAL CAMPAIGN. A Narrative of Events in

Chitral, Swat, and Bajour. By H. C. THOMSON. With over 50 Illustra-

tions reproduced from Photographs, and important Diagrams and Map.
Second Edition in Une Volume, demy 8vo, 14*. net.

WITH THE ZHOB FIELD FORCE, 1890. By Captain
CRAWFORD McFALL, K.O.Y.L.I. In One Volume, demy 8vo, with

Illustrations, iSs.

THE LAND OF THE MUSKEG. By H. SOMERS SOMERSET.
Second Edition. In One Volume, demy 8vo, with Maps and over 100

Illustrations, 280 pp., 14.1. net.

ACTUAL AFRICA ; or, The Coming Continent. A Tour of

Exploration. By FRANK VINCENT, Author of " The Land of the White

Elephant." With Map and over 100 Illustrations, demy 8vo, cloth, price

24*.

COREA, OR CHO-SEN, THE LAND OF THE MORN-
ING CALM. By A. HENRY SAVAGE-LANDOR. With 38 Illustrations

from Drawings by the Author, and a Portrait, demy 8vo, i&s.

THE LITTLE MANX NATION. (Lectures delivered at

the Royal Institution, 1891.) By HALL CAINE, Author of " The Bond-

man,"
" The Scapegoat," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, y. 6d.; paper, w. 6d.

NOTES FOR THE NILE. Together with a Metrical

Rendering of the Hymns of Ancient Egypt and of the Precepts of Ptah-

hotep (the oldest book in the world). By HARDWICKE D. KAWNSLEY, M.A.
Imperial i6mo, cloth, sj.

DENMARK: its History, Topography, Language, Literature.

Fine Arts, Social Life, and Finance. Edited by H. WEITEMEYER. Demy
8vo, cloth, with Map, i2s. 6d.
**

Dedicated, by. permission, to H.R.H. the Princess oj Wales.
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THE REALM OF THE HABSBURGS. By SIDNEY
WHITMAN, Author of

"
Imperial Germany." In One Volume, crown

8vo, js. dd.

IMPERIAL GERMANY. A Critical Study of Fact and
Character. By SIDNEY WHITMAN. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 2$. dd. ; paper, as.

THE CANADIAN GUIDE-BOOK. Parti. The Tourist's
and Sportsman's Guide to EasternCanadaand Newfoundland, including full

descriptions of Routes, Cities, Points of Interest, Summer Resorts, Fishing
Places, &c., in Eastern Ontario, The Muskoka District, The bt. Lawrence

Region, The Lake St. John Country, The Maritime Provinces, Prince
Edward Island, and Newfoundland. With an Appendix giving Fish and
Game Laws, and Official Lists of Trout and Salmon Rivers and

the_ir
Lessees. By CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS, Professor of English Literature in

King's College, Windsor, N.S. With Maps and many Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, limp cloth, 6s.

THE CANADIAN GUIDE-BOOK. Part II. WESTERN
CANADA. Including the Peninsula and Northern Regions of Ontario,
the Canadian Shores of the Great Lakes, the Lake of the Woods Region,
Manitoba and "The Great North-West," The Canadian Rocky Mountains
and National Park, British Columbia, and Vancouver Island. By ERNEST
INGEKSOLL. With Maps and many Illustrations. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, 6s.

THE GUIDE-BOOK TO ALASKA AND THE NORTH-
WEST COAST, including the Shores of Washington, British Columbia,
South-Eastein Alaska, the Aleutian and the Seal Islands, the Behring
and the Arctic Coasts. By E. R. SCIDMORB. With Maps ;and many
Illustrations. Crown Svo, limp cloth, 6s.

THE GENESIS OF THE UNITED STATES. A
Narrative of the Movementin England, 1605-1616, which resulted in the
Plantation of North America by Englishmen, disclosing the Contest
between England and Spain for the Possession of the Soil now occupied
by the United States of America; set forth through a series of Historical

Manuscripts now first printed, together with a Re-issue of Rare Contem-
poraneous Tracts, accompanied by Bibliographical Memoranda, Notes,
and Brief Biographies. Collected, Arranged, and Edited by ALEXANDER
BROWN, F.R.H.S. With 100 Portraits, Maps, and Plans. In Two Volumes,
royal Svo, buckram, .3 135. dd. net.

IN THE TRACK OF THE SUN. Readings from the Diary
of a Globe-Trotter. By FREDERICK DIODATI THOMPSON. With many
Illustrations by Mr. HARRY FENN and from Photographs. In One Volume,
4tO,

THE COMING TERROR. And other Essays and Letters.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN. Second Edition. Demy Svo, cloth, ias. dd.
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AS OTHERS SAW HIM. A Retrospect, A.D. 54. In One
Volume. Crown 8vo, gilt top 6s.

ISRAEL AMONG THE NATIONS. Translated from the

French of ANATOLE LEROY-BEAULIEU, Member of the Institute of France.

In One Volume, crown 8vo, js. 6d.

THE JEW AT HOME. Impressions of a Summer and
Autumn Spent with Him in Austria and Russia. By JOSEPH PENNELL.
With Illustrations by the Author. 410, cloth, 51.

THE NEW EXODUS. A Study of Israel in Russia. By
HAROLD FKEDERIC. Demy 8vo, Illustrated, i6r.

STUDIES OF RELIGIOUS HISTORY. By ERNEST
RENAN, late of the French Academy. In One Volume, 8vo, js. 6d

THE ARBITRATOR'S MANUAL. Under the London
Chamber of Arbitration. Being a Practical Treatise on the Power and

Duties of an Arbitrator, with the Rules and Procedure of the Court of

Arbitration, and the Forms. By JOSEPH SEYMOUR SALAMAN, Author of
" Trade Marks," &c. Fcap, 8vo, 3*. 6d.

MANNERS, CUSTOMS, AND OBSERVANCES: Their

Origin and Signification. By LEOPOLD WAGNER. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A COMMENTARY ON THE WORKS OF HENRIK
IBSEN. By HJALMAR HJORTH BOYESEN, Author of "Goethe and

Schiller,"
"
Essays on German Literature," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth,

js. 6d. net.

THE LABOUR MOVEMENT IN AMERICA. By
RICHARD T. ELY, Ph.D., Associate in Political Economy, John Hopkins

University. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5^.

THE PASSION PLAY AT OBERAMMERGAU, 1890.

By F. W. FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S., Dean of Canterbury, &c. &c. 4t>

cloth, 2s. dd.

THE WORD OF THE LORD UPON THE WATERS.
Sermons read by His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Germany, while

at Sea on his Voyages to the Land of the Midnight Sun. Composed by

Dr. RICHTER, Army Chaplain, and Translated from the German by JOHN
R. MclLRAiTH. 410, cloth, is. dd.

THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS WITHIN YOU.
Christianity not as a Mystic Religion but as a New Theory of Life. By-

Count LEO TOLSTOY. Translated from the Russian by CONSTANCE

GARNETT. Popular Edition in One Volume, cloth, 2*. dd.
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THE SPINSTER'S SCRIP. As Compikd by CECIL
RAVNOR. Narrow crown 8vo, limp cloth, 25. 6d.

THE POCKET IBSEN. A Collection of some of the Master's

best known Dramas, condensed, revised, and slightly rearranged for the

benefit of the Earnest Student. By F. ANSTEV, Author of
" Vice Versa,"

"Voces Populi," &c. With Illustrations, reproduced by permission,

from Punch, and a new Frontispiece, by BERNARD PARTRIDGE. New
Edition. i6mo, cloth, 3$. 6d. ; or paper, zs. 6d.

FROM WISDOM COURT. By HENRY SETON MERRIMAN
and STEPHEN GRAHAM TALLENTYRE. With 30 Illustrations by
E. COURBOIN. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3$. dd. ; or picture boards, zs.

THE OLD MAIDS' CLUB. By I. ZANGWILL, Author of
"
Children of the Ghetto," &c. Illustrated by F. H. TOWNSEND. Crown

8vo, cloth, 3$. 6d. ; or picture boards, zs.

WOMAN THROUGH A MAN'S EYEGLASS. By
MALCOLM C. SALAMAN. With Illustrations by DUDLEY HARDY. Crown

8vo, cloth, 3$ . 6d, ; or picture boards, 2*.

STORIES OF GOLF. Collected by WILLIAM KNIGHT and

T. T. OLIPHANT. With Rhymes on Golf by various hands ; also Shake-

speare on Golf, &c. Enlarged Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, zs. 6d.

THE ROSE : A Treatise on the Cultivation, History, Family
Characteristics, &c., of the various Groups of Roses. With Accurate

Description of the Varieties now Generally Grown. By H. B. ELL-

WANGEK. With an Introduction by GEORGE H. ELLWANGER. izmo,

cloth, $s.

THE GARDEN'S STORY; or, Pleasures and Trials of ah
Amateur Gardener. By G. H. ELLWANGER. With an Introduction by the

Rev. C. WOLLEY DOD. izmo, doth, with Illustrations, y.

THE GENTLE ART OF MAKING ENEMIES. As

pleasingly exemplified in many instances, wherein the serious ones of

this earth, carefully exasperated, have been prettily spurred on to

indiscretions and unseemliness, while overcome by an undue sense

of right. By J, M'NfiiLL WHISTLER. A New Edition. Post 410,

half cloth, i or. 6d.

*.* A few copies of the large paper issue of the first edition remain, price

\ us. 6d. net.

LITTLE JOHANNES. By F. VAN EEDEN. Translated from
the Dutch by CLARA BELL. With an Introduction by ANDREW LANG.
In One Volume, i6mo, cloth, silver top, y. net.

GIRLS AND WOMEN. By E. CHESTER. Post 8vo, cloth,
2s. 6d., or gilt extra, 3.1. 6d.
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2>ramatfc Xfterature.

THE PLAYS OF W. E. HENLEY AND R. L. STEVEN-
SON : DEACON BRODIE ; BEAU AUSTIN ; ADMIRAL
GUINEA; MACAIRE. Crown 8vo, cloth. An Edition of 250 copies
only. tor. 6ti. net.

LITTLE EYOLF. A Play in Three Acts. By HENRIK
IBSEN. Translated from the Norwegian by WILLIAM ARCHER. Small
4to, cloth, with Portrait, 53. Avenue Edition, paper, is. 6d.

THE MAbTKR BUILDER. A Play in Three Acts. By
HENRIK IBSEN. Translated from the Norwegian by EDMUND GOSSE
and WILLIAM ARCHER. Small 410, with Portrait, 5*. Popular Edition,

paper, if. Also a Limiied Large Paper Edition, zis. net.

HEDDA GABLER: A Drama in Four Acts. By HENRIK
IBSEN. Translated from the Norwegian by EDMUND GOSSE. Small 410,

cloth, with Portrait, 5?. Vaudeville Edition, paper, is. Also a Limited

Large Paper Edition, 21$. net.

BRAND : A Dramatic Poem in Five Acts. By HENRIK IBSEN.
Translated in the original metres, with an Introduction and Notes, by
C. H. HERFORD. Small 410, cloth, 7*. 6d.

HANNELE: A DREAM-POEM. By GERHART HAUPT-
MANN. Translated by WILLIAM ARCHER. Small 410, with Portrait, $s.

THE PRINCESSE MALEINE: A Drama in Five Acts
(Translated by GERARD HARRY), and THE INTRUDER: A Drama in
One Act. By MAURICE MAETERLINCK. With an Introduction by HALL
CAINE, and a Portrait of the Author. Small 410, cloth, ss.

THE FRUITS OF ENLIGHTENMENT: A Comedy in
Four Acts. By Count LVOF TOLSTOY. Translated from the Russian by
E. J. DILLON. With Introduction by A. W. PINERO. Small 4to, with

Portrait, 5*.

KING ERIK. A Tragedy. By EDMUND GOSSE. A Re-issue,
with a Critical Introduction by Mr. THEODORE WATTS. Fcap. 8vo,
boards, 5.5. net.

THE PIPER OF HAMELIN. A Fantastic Opera in Two
Acts. By ROBERT BUCHANAN. With Illustrations by HUGH THOMSON.
4to, cloth, 2S. dd. net.

THE SIN OF ST. HULDA. A Play. By J. STUART
OGILVIB. Fcap. 8vo, paper, is.

HYPATIA. A Play in Four Acts. Founded on CHARLES
KINGSLEY'S Novel By G. STUART OGILVIB. With Frontispiece by
J. D. BATTEN. Crown 8vo, cloth, printed in Red and Black, 2s. 6d. net.

THE DRAMA : ADDRESSES. By HENRY IRVING. With
Portrait by J. McN. WHISTLER. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, y. 6d.

SOME INTERESTING FALLACIES OF THE
Modem Stage. An Address delivered to the Playgoers' Club at St.

James's Hall, on Sunday, 6th December, i8gi. By HERBERT BEERBOHM
TREE. Crown 8v , sewed, 6rf. net
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THE PLAYS OF ARTHUR W. PINERO. With Intro-

ductory Notes by MALCOLM C. SALAMAN. i6mo, paper covers, is. 6d.;
or cloth, is. 6d. each.

I. THE TIMES.
II. THE PROFLIGATE.

III. THE CABINET
MINISTER.

IV. THE HOBBY HORSE.
V. LADY BOUNTIFUL.

VII. DANDY DICK.
VIII. SWEET LAVENDER.
IX. THE SCHOOL-

MISTRESS.
X. THE WEAKER SEX.
XI. THE AMAZONS.

VI. THE MAGISTRATE.
THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EBBSMITH. A Drama in

Four Acts. By ARTHUR W. PINERO. Small 410, cloth, 23. 6d.; paper, is. 6d.

THE SECOND MRS. TANQUERAY. A Play in Four
Acts. By ARTHUR W. PINERO.

_
Small 410, cloth, with a new Portrait

of the Author, 5$. Also Cheap Edition, uniform with " T"
Mrs. Ebbsmith." Cloth, as. 6a. : paper, is. 6d.

THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT. By ARTHUR W.
PINERO. Small 410, cloth, vs. 6d. : paper, if. 6d.

poetry
ON VIOL AND FLUTE. By EDMUND GOSSE. reap. 8vo,

with Frontispiece and Tailpiece, price 3*. 6d. net.

FIRDAUSI IN EXILE, and other Poems. By EDMUND
GOSSE. Fcap. 8vo, with Frontispiece, price 3*. 6d. net.

IN RUSSET AND SILVER. POEMS. By EDMUND
GOSSE. Author of

"
Gossip in a Library," &c. Crown 8vo, buckram,

gilt top, 6s.

THE POETRY OF PATHOS AND DELIGHT. From
the Works of COVENTRY PATMORE. Passages selected by ALICE MEY-
NELL.. With a Photogravure Portrait from an Oil Painting by JOHN
SARGENT, A.R.A. Fcap. 8vo, 5*.

A CENTURY OF GERMAN LYRICS. Translated from
the German by KATE FREILIGRATH KROEKER. Fcap. 8vo, rough
edges, 35. 6d.

LOVE SONGS OF ENGLISH POETS, 1500-1800.
With Notes by RALPH H. CAINE. Fcap. 8vo, rough edges, 3.1. 6d.
** Large Paper Edition, limited to 100 Copies, los. 6d. net.

IVY AND PASSION FLOWER: Poems. By GERARD
BENDALL, Author of "

Estelle," &c. &c. 121110, cloth, 3*. 6d.

Scots-man.
" Will be read with pleasure."

Musical World." The poems are delicate specimens of art, graceful and
polished."

VERSES. By GERTRUDE HALL. i2mo, cloth, $s. 6d.

Manchester Guardian. " Will be welcome to every lover of poetry who
takes it up."

IDYLLS OF WOMANHOOD. By C. AMY DAWSON.
Fcap. 8vo, gilt top, 5*.

TENNYSON'S GRAVE. By ST. CLAIR BADDELEY. 8vo,
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Science anfc Education.
MOVEMENT. Translated from the French of E. MAREY.

By ERIC PRITCHARD, M.A., M.B., Oxon. In One Volume, crown 8vo,
with 170 Illustrations, js. 6J.

A popular and scientific treatise on movement, dealing chiefly with the
locomotion of men, animals, birds, fish, and insects. A large number of the
Illustrations are from instantaneous photographs.

ARABIC AUTHORS: A Manual of Arabian History and
Literature. By F. F. ARBUTHNOT, M.R.A.S., Author of " Early Ideas,"
"Persian Portraits," &c. 8vo, cloth, $j.

THE SPEECH OF MONKEYS. By Professor R. L.
GARNER. Crown 8vo, js. fui.

f>efnemann'0 Scientific IbanDboofca,

THE BIOLOGICAL PROBLEM OF TO-DAY: Pre-
formation or Epigenesis? Authorised Translation from the German of

Prof. Dr. OSCAR HERTWIG, of the University of Berlin. By P. CHALMERS
MITCHELL, M. A., Oxon. With a Preface by the Translator. Crown 8vo.

ZS. (xt.

MANUAL OF BACTERIOLOGY. By A. B. GRIFFITHS,
Ph.D., F.R.S. (Edin.), F.C.S. Crown 8vo, cloth, Illustrated. 7*. 6d.

PharmaceuticalJournal. "The subject is treated mora thoroughly and
completely than in any similar work published in this country."

MANUAL OF ASSAYING GOLD, SILVER, COPPER,
and Lead Ores. By WALTER LEE BROWN, B.Sc. Revised, Corrected,
and considerably Enlarged, with a chapter on the Assaying of Fuel, &c.

By A. B. GRIFFITHS, Ph.D., F.R.S. (Edin.), F.C.S. Crown 8vo, cloth,

Illustrated, -js. 6d.

Colliery Guardian. "A delightful and fascinating book."

Financial World. " The most complete and practical manual on everything
which concerns assaying of all which have come before us."

GEODESY. By ]. HOWARD GORE. Crown 8vo, cloth, Illus-

trated, $s.

St. James's Gazette. "The book may be safely recommended to those who
desire to acquire an accurate knowledge of Geodesy."

Science Gossip.
"

It is the best we could recommend to all geodetic students.

It is full and clear, thoroughly accurate, and up to date in all matters of earth-

measurements."

THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF GASES. By
ARTHUR L. KIMBALL, of the John Hopkins University. Crown 8vo,
cloth, Illustrated, $s.

Chemical News. " The man of culture who wishes for a general and accurate

acquaintance with the physical properties of gases, will find in Mr. Kimball's
work just what he requires."

HEAT AS A FORM OF ENERGY. By Professor R. H.
THURSTON, of Cornell University. Crown 8vo, cloth, Illustrated, 5*.

Manchester Examiner. "Bears out the character of its predecessors for

careful and correct statement and deduction under the light of the most recent

discoveries."
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She <5reat Educators.

A Series of Volumes by Eminent Writers^ presenting in their

entirety A Biographical History ofEducation?

The Times. " A Series of Monographs on 'The Great Educators' should

prove of service to all who concern themselves with the history, theory, and
practice of education."

The Speaker,
" There is a promising sound about the title of Mr. Heine-

mann's new series,
' The Great Educators.' It should help to allay the hunger

and thirst for knowledge and culture of the vast multitude of young men and
maidens which pur educational system turns out yearly, provided at least with

appetite for instruction."

Each subject will form a complete volume, crown 8vo, jr.

Now ready.

ARISTOTLE, and the Ancient Educational Ideals. By
THOMAS DAVIDSON, M.A., LL.D.

The Times. "A very readable sketch of a very interesting subject."

LOYOLA, and the Educational System of the Jesuits. By
Rev. THOMAS HUGHES, S.J.

ALCUIN, and the Rise of the Christian Schools. By
Professor ANDREW F. WEST, Ph.D.

FROEBEL, and Education by Self-Activity. By H. COURT-
HOPE BOWEN, M.A.

ABELARD, and the Origin and Early History of Uni-
versities. By JULES GABRIEL COMPAYRK, Professor in the Faculty of

Toulouse.

HERBART AND THE HERBARTIANS. By Prof. DE
GARMO.

In preparation.

ROUSSEAU ; and, Education according to Nature. By
PAUL H. HANUS.

HORACE MANN, and Public Education in the United

States. By NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER, Ph.D.

THOMAS and MATTHEW ARNOLD, and their In-

fluence on Education. By J. G. FITCH, LL.D., Her Majesty's

Inspector of Schools.

PESTALOZZI; or, the Friend and Student of Children.
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jfortbcomtna fiction*

THE OTHER HOUSE. By HENRY JAMES. In Two
Volumes.

ON THE FACE OF THE WATERS. By FLORA ANNIE
STEEL.

LIFE THE ACCUSER. By E. F. BROOKE, Author of "A
Superfluous Woman.'

1

In Three Volumes.

THE LITTLE REGIMENT. By STEPHEN CRANE. In One
Volume.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE PARISH. By JOHN QUINE.
In One Volume.

A COURT INTRIGUE. By BASIL THOMSON. In One
Volume.

A NEW NOVEL by SARAH GRAND.

SAINT IVES. By ROBERT Louis STEVENSON. In One
Volume.

A NEW NOVEL by HALL CAINE. In One Volume.

THE FOURTH NAPOLEON. By CHARLES BENHAM. In

One Volume.

THE MAN OF STRAW. By E. W. PUGH. In One
Volume.

CHUN-TI-KUNG. By CLAUDE REES. In One Volume, 6*.

BELOW THE SALT. By C. E. RAIMOND. In One Volume.

McCLEOD OF THE CAMERONS. By M. HAMILTON.
In One Volume.

YEKL. A Tale of the New York Ghetto. By ABRAHAM CAHN.
In One Volume.

THE GADFLY. By E. L. VOYNICH. In One Volume.

ANDREA. By PERCY WHITE. In One Volume.
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popular 60*

THE FOLLY OF EUSTACE. By ROBERT HICHENS.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

AN IMAGINATIVE MAN. By ROBERT HICHENS. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT. By HALLIWELL
SUTCLIFFE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

ILLUMINATION. By HAROLD FREDERIC. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 6s.

HERBERT VANLENNERT. By C. F. KEARY. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.

CORRUPTION. By PERCY WHITE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6^.

MR. BAILEY MARTIN. By PERCY WHITE. A New
Edition, uniform with "

Corruption." Crown 8vo, with portrait, cloth, 6s.

A SELF-DENYING ORDINANCE. By M. HAMILTON.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE MALADY OF THE CENTURY. By MAX NORDAU.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6f.

A COMEDY OF SENTIMENT. By MAX NORDAU. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE ISLAND OF DOCTOR MOREAU. By H.G. WELLS.
In One Volume. Crown 8vo.

STORIES FOR NINON. By EMILE ZOLA. Crown 8vo,
with a portrait by Will Rothenstein. Cloth, 6s.

THE YEARS THAT THE LOCUST HATH EATEN.
By ANNIE E. HOLDSWORTH. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6.?.

IN HASTE AND AT LEISURE. By Mrs. LYNN LINTON.
Author of

"
Joshua Davidson," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE WORLD AND A MAN. By Z. Z. Cr. 8vo, cloth. 6s.

A DRAMA IN DUTCH. By Z. Z. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

BENEFITS FORGOT. By WOLCOTT BALESTIER. A New
Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

A PASTORAL PLAYED OUT. By M. L. TENDERED.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

CHIMERA. By F. MABEL ROBINSON, Author of " Mr. Butler's

Ward," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

MISS GRACE OF ALL SOULS'. By W. EDWARDS TIRE-
BUCK. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

A SUPERFLUOUS WOMAN. Crown 8vo, 6s.

TRANSITION. By the Author of "A Superfluous Won>an."
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
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popular 6s. Iftovels.

WITHOUT SIN. By MARTIN J. PRITCHARD. Crown 8vo,
cloth. 6s.

EMBARRASSMENTS. By HENRY JAMES. Crown 8vo,
cloth. 6s.

TERMINATIONS. By HENRY JAMES. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6>.

THE FAILURE OF SIBYL FLETCHER. By ADELINE
SERGEANT. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

OUT OF DUE SEASON. By ADELINE SERGEANT. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.

SENTIMENTAL STUDIES. By HUBERT CRACKANTHORPE.
Crown 8vo, cloth 6s.

THE EBB-TIDE. By ROBERT Louis STEVENSON and LLOYD
OSBOURNE. Crown 8vo, cloth, dr.

THE MANXMAN. By HALL CAINE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6*.

THE BONDMAN. A New Saga. By HALL CAINE. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 6s.

THE SCAPEGOAT. By HALL CAINE. Author of "The
Bondman," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

ELDER CONKLIN; and other Stories. By FRANK
HARRIS. 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE HEAVENLY TWINS. By SARAH GRAND, Author
of

"
Ideala," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6f.

IDEALA. By SARAH GRAND, Author of "The Heavenly
Twins." Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

OUR MANIFOLD NATURE. By SARAH GRAND. With
a Portrait of the Author. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE STORY OF A MODERN WOMAN. By ELLA
HEPWORTH DIXON. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

AT THE GATE OF SAMARIA. By W. J. LOCKE. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.

A DAUGHTER OF THIS WORLD. By F. BATTER-
SHALL. Crown 8vo, clolh, 6s.

THE LAST SENTENCE. By MAXWELL GRAY, Author
of " The Silence of Dean Maitland," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE POTTER'S THUMB. By F. A. STEEL, Author of
" From the Five Rivers," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

FROM THE FIVE RIVERS. By FLORA ANNIE STEEL.
Author of ".Miss Stuart's Legacy." Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

RELICS. Fragments of a Life. By FRANCES MACNAB. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.
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popular 65, Bevels,
THE MASTER. By I. ZANGWILL. With Portrait. Crown

8vo, cloth, 6r.

CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO. By I. ZANGWILL,
Author of "The Old Maids' Club," &c. New Edition, with Glossary
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE PREMIER AND THE PAINTER. A Fantastic
Romance. By I. ZANGWILL and Louis COWEN. Third Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE KING OF SCHNORRERS, GROTESQUES AND
FANTASIES. By I. ZANGWILL. With over Ninety Illustrations. Crown
8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE RECIPE FOR DIAMONDS. By C. J. CUTCLIFFE
HVNE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE DANCER IN YELLOW. By W. E. NORRIS. Crown

8vo, cloth. 6s.

A VICTIM OF GOOD LUCK. By W. E. NORRIS, Author
of " Matrimony," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

THE COUNTESS RADNA. By W. E. NORRIS, Author of
"
Matrimony," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

THE NAULAHKA. A Tale of West and East. ByRuDYARD
KIPLING and WOLCOTT BALESTIER. Second Edition. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 6*.

A BATTLE AND A BOY. By BLANCHE WILLIS HOWARD.
With Thirty-nine Illustrations by A. MAC-NIELL-BARBOUR. Crown 8vo,
cloth gilt, 6s.

Five Shilling Volumes.

THE ATTACK ON THE MILL. By EMILE ZOLA. With
Twenty-one Illustrations, and Five exquisitely printed Coloured Plates,
from original drawings by E. COURBOIN. In One Volume, 410, 5^.

THE SECRET OF NARCISSE. By EDMUND GOSSE.
Crown 8vo, buckram, 55.

VANITAS. By VERNON LEE, Author of "Hauntings," &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 5$ .

Two Shillings and Sixpence.

THE TIME MACHINE. By H. G. WELLS. Cloth, 2s. 6d.-,

paper, is. 6d.

THE DOMINANT SEVENTH: A Musical Story. By
KATE ELIZABETH CLARKE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 21. 6d.
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ttbe pioneer Series.

lamo, cloth, y. net ; or, paper covers, as. 6d. net.

Tke A thenaum. ' '
If this series keeps up to the present high level of interest,

novel readers will have fresh cause for gratitude to Mr. Heitiemann."

The Daily Telegraph. "Mr. Heinemann's genial nursery of up-to-date
romance."

The Observer. " The smart Pioneer Series."

The Manchester Courier.
" The Pioneer Series promises to be as original as

many other of Mr. Heinemann's ventures."

The Glasgow Herald. " This very clever series."

The Sheffield Telegraph." The refreshingly original Pioneer Series."

Black and White." The brilliant Pioneer Series."

The Liverpool Mercury.
" Each succeeding issue of the Pioneer Series has

a character of its own and a special attractiveness."

JOANNA TRAILL, SPINSTER. By ANNIE E. HOLDS-
WORTH.

GEORGE MANDEVILLE'S HUSBAND. By C. .

RAIMOND.

THE WINGS OF ICARUS. By LAURENCE ALMA TADEMA.

THE GREEN CARNATION. By ROBERT HICHENS.

AN ALTAR OF EARTH. By THYMOL MONK.

A STREET IN SUBURBIA. By E. W. PUGH.

THE NEW MOON. By C. E. RAIMOND.

MILLY'S STORY. By Mrs. MONTAGUE CRACKANTHORPE.

MRS. MUSGRAVE AND HER HUSBAND. By
RICHARD MARSH.

THE RED BADGE OF COURAGE. By STEPHEN CRANE.

THE DEMAGOGUE AND LADY PHAYRE. By
WILLIAM J. LOCKE.

HER OWN DEVICES. By C. G. COMPTON,

PAPIER MACHE. By CHARLES ALLEN.

THE NEW VIRTUE. By Mrs. OSCAR BERINGER.

ACROSS AN ULSTER BOG. By M. HAMILTON.

ONE OF GOD'S DILEMMAS. By ALLEN UPWARD.

Other Volumes tofoUow.
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UNIFORM EDITION OF

THE NOVELS OF BJORNSTJERNE BJORNSON

Edited by EDMUND GOSSE.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3$. net each Volume.

Vol. I. SYNNOVE SOLBAKKEN.
With Introductory Essay by EDMUND GOSSE, and a Portrait of the Author.

Vol. II. ARNE.
Vol. III. A HAPPY BOY.

To befollowed by

IV. THE FISHER LASS.

V.JTHE BRIDAL MARCH
AND A DAY.

VI. MAGNHILD AND DUST.
VII. CAPTAIN MANSANA

AND MOTHER'S HANDS.
VIII. ABSALOM'S HAIR, AND A PAINFUL MEMORY.

UNIFORM EDITION OF

THE NOVELS OF IVAN TURGENEV.
Translated by CONSTANCE GARNETT.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price, 3$. net each Volume.

Vol. I. RUDIN.

With a Portrait of the Author and an Introduction by STEPNIAK.

Vol. II. A HOUSE OF GENTLEFOLK.

Vol. III. ON THE EVE.

Vol. IV. FATHERS AND CHILDREN.

Vol. V. SMOKE.

Vol. VI., VII. VIRGIN SOIL. (Two Volumes.)

Vol. VIII., IX. A SPORTSMAN'S SKETCHES.
(Two Volumes).
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Tbeinemann's International xtbrars*
EDITED BY EDMUND GOSSE

New Review. "
If you have any pernicious remnants of iterary chauvinism

I hope it will not survive the series of foreign classics of which Mr. William
Heinemann, aided by Mr. Edmund Gosse, is publishing translations to the great
contentment of all lovers of literature."

Each Volume has an Introduction specially written by the Editor.

Price, in paper covers, is. 6d. each ; or cloth, 3$. 6d.

IN GOD'S WAY. From the Norwegian of BJSRNSTJERNE
BjORNSON.

PIERRE AND JEAN. From the French of GUY DE MAU-
PASSANT.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE. From the German of KARL EMIL
FRANZOS, Author of " For the Right," &c.

WORK WHILE YE HAVE THE LIGHT. From the
Russian of Count LEO TOLSTOY.

FANTASY. From the Italian of MATILDE SERAO.

FROTH. From the Spanish of Don ARMANDO PALACIO-
VALDBS.

FOOTSTEPS OF FATE. From the Dutch of Louis
COUPERUS.

PEPITA JIMENEZ. From the Spanish of JUAN VALERA.

THE COMMODORE'S DAUGHTERS. From the Nor-
wegian of JONAS LIE.

THE HERITAGE OF THE KURTS. From the Norwegian
of BjORNSTJERNE BjORNSON.

LOU. From the German of BARON ALEXANDER VON ROBERTS.

DONA LUZ. From the Spanish of JUAN VALERA.

THE JEW. From the Polish of JOSEPH IGNATIUS KRASZEWSKI.

UNDER THE YOKE. From the Bulgarian of IVAN VAZOFF.

FAREWELL LOVE ! From the Italian of MATILDE SERAO.

THE GRANDEE. From the Spanish of Don ARMANDO
PALACIO-VALDES.

A COMMON STORY. From the Russian of GONTCHAROFF.

WOMAN'S FOLLY. From the Italian ofGEMMA FERRUGGIA.

SIREN VOICES (NIELS LYHNE). From the Danish of

J. G. JACOBSEN.

In preparation.

NIOBE. From the Norwegian of JONAS LIE.
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popular 3s. 6^ Novels.

THE REDS OF THE MIDI, an Episode of the French
Revolution. Translated from the Provencal of Felix Gras. By Mrs.
CATHERINE A. JANVIER.

ELI'S DAUGHTER. By J. H. PEARCE, Author of " Incon-
sequent Lives."

INCONSEQUENT LIVES. A Village Chronicle. By J. H.
PEARCE, Author of "Esther Pentreath," &c.

HER OWN FOLK. (En Famille.) By HECTOR MALOT,
Author of

" No Relations." Translated by Lady MARY LOYD.

CAPT'N DAVY'S HONEYMOON, The Blind Mother,
and The Last Confession. By HALL CAINK, Author of " The Bondman,"
"The Scapegoat," &c.

A MARKED MAN : Some Episodes in his Life. By ADA
CAMBRIDGE, Author of "A Little Minx," "The Three Miss Kings,"
"Not All in Vain," &c.

THE THREE MISS KINGS. By ADA CAMBRIDGE.
A LITTLE MINX. By ADA CAMBRIDGE.
NOT ALL IN VAIN. By ADA CAMBRIDGE.
A KNIGHT OF THE WHITE FEATHER. By TASMA,

Author of " The Penance of Portia James."
" Uncle Piper of Piper's

Hill," &c.

UNCLE PIPER OF PIPER'S HILL. By TASMA.
THE PENANCE OF PORTIA JAMES. By TASMA.

THE COPPERHEAD
; and other Stories of the North

during the American War. By HAROLD FREDERIC, Author of "The
Return of the O'Mahony,"

" In the Valley," &c.

THE RETURN OF THE O'MAHONY. By HAROLD
FREDERIC, Author of " In the Valley," &c. With Illustrations.

IN THE VALLEY. By HAROLD FREDERIC, Author of
" The Lawton Girl,"

"
Seth's Brother's Wife," &c. With Illustrations.

THE SURRENDER OF MARGARET BELLARMINE.
By ADELINE SERGEANT, Author of "The Story of a Penitent Soul."

THE STORY OF A PENITENT SOUL. Being the
Private Papers of Mr. Stephen Dart, late Minister at Lynnbridge, in the

County of Lincoln. By ADELINE SERGEANT, Author of
" No Saint," &c.

THE O'CONNORS OF BALLINAHINCH. By Mrs.
HUNGERFORD, Author of "Molly Bawn," &c.

NOR WIFE, NOR MAID. By Mrs. HUNGERFORD, Author
of" Molly Bawn," &c.

THE HOYDEN. By Mrs. HUNGERFORD.
MAMMON. A Novel. By Mrs. ALEXANDER, Author of "The

Wooing O't," &c.

DAUGHTERS OF MEN. By HANNAH LYNCH, Author of
" The Prince of the Glades," &c.
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popular 3s. 60. Hovels.

THE TOWER OF TADDEO. By OUIDA, Author of "Two
Little Wooden Shoes," &c. New Edition.

AVENGED ON SOCIETY. By H. F. WOOD, Author of
" The Englishman of the Rue Cain,"

" The Passenger from Scotland
Yard

APPASSIONATA : A Musician's Story. By ELSA D'ESTERRE
KEELING.

A COMEDY OF MASKS. By ERNEST DOWSON and
ARTHUR MOORE.

A ROMANCE OF THE CAPE FRONTIER. By BERTRAM
MITFORD, Author of "Through the Zulu Country," &c.

'TWEEN SNOW AND FIRE. A Tale of the Kafir War of

1877. By BERTRAM MITFORD.

ORIOLE'S DAUGHTER. By JESSIE FOTHERGILL, Author
of " The First Violin," &c.

THE MASTER OF THE MAGICIANS. By ELIZABETH
STUART PHELPS and HERBF.RT D. WARD.

THE HEAD OF THE FIRM. By Mrs. RIDDELL, Author
of "

George Geith,"
" Maxwell Drewett," &c.

A CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE. By G. COLMORE,
Author of " A Daughter of Music," &c.

A DAUGHTER OF MUSIC. By G. COLMORE, Author of
"A Conspiracy of Silence."

ACCORDING TO ST. JOHN. By AM*LIE RIVES, Author
of "The Quick or the Dead."

KITTY'S FATHER. By FRANK BARRETT, Author of

"The Admirable Lady Biddy Fane," &c.

THE JUSTIFICATION OF ANDREW LEBRUN. By
F. BARRETT.

A QUESTION OF TASTE. By MAARTEN MAARTENS,
Author of " An Old Maid's Love," &c.

COME LIVE WITH ME AND BE MY LOVE. By
ROBERT BUCHANAN, Author of "The Moment After," "The Coming
Terror," &c.

DONALD MARCY. By ELIZABETH STUART PHELPS,
Author of

" The Gates Ajar," &c.

IN THE DWELLINGS OF SILENCE. A Romance
of Russia. By WALKER KENNEDY.

LOS CERRITOS. A Romance of the Modern Time. By
GERTRUDE FRANKLIN ATHERTON, Author of "Hermia Suydam," and
" What Dreams may Come."
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Sbort Stories in ne Dolume.
Three Shillings and Sixpence each.

WRECKAGE, and other Stories. By HUBERT CRACKAN-
THORPE. Second Edition.

MADEMOISELLE MISS, and other Stories. By HENRY
HARLAND, Author of " Mea Culpa," &c.

THE ATTACK ON THE MILL, and other Sketches
of War. By EMILB ZOLA. With an Essay on the short stories of M.
Zola by EDMUND GOSSE.

THE AVERAGE WOMAN. By WOLCOTT BALESTIER.
With an Introduction by HENRY JAMES.

BLESSED ARE THE POOR. By FRANCOIS COPPE.
With an Introduction by T. P. O'CONNOR.

PERCHANCE TO DREAM, and other Stories. By MAR-
GARET S. BRISCOE.

WRECKERS AND METHODISTS. Cornish Stories. By
H. D. LOWRY.

popular Sbillina JSoofes.

PRETTY MISS SMITH. By FLORENCE WARDEN, Author
of "The House on the Marsh," "A Witch of the Hills," &c.

MADAME VALERIE. By F. C. PHILIPS, Author of " As
in a Looking-Glass," &c.

THE MOMENT AFTER: A Tale of the Unseen. By
ROBERT BUCHANAN.

CLUES ; or, Leaves from a Chief Constable's Note-Book.
By WILLIAM HENDERSON, Chief Constable of Edinburgh.

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
Edited by LLOYD BRYCE.

Published monthly. Price 25. 6d.

THE NEW REVIEW.
NEW SERIES.

Edited by W. E. HENLEY.
Published Monthly, price is. .

LONDON:
WILLIAM HEINEMANN,

21 BEDFORD STREET, W.C.
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